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ABSTRACT

Airborne remote sensing techniques were applied to the detection and dis-

crimination of pollution by oil on the ocean surface. The tests were performed

in the Gulf of Mexico during April, 1970. Pollutants investigated included #2

fuel oil, #6 fuel oil, 9250 lube oil, light crude oil, heavy crude oil, gasoline,

and mixtures of gasoline and oil. A total of 103 oil slicks were produced as

a function of spill rate and ship speed. Ship speeds were nominally 10, 14,

and 17 knots and spill rates rar ed from 0.02 to greater than 4.0 GPM (Gallons

per Minute).

Sensors used during the airborne tests included; two dual polarized micro-

wave radiometers operating at 10.2 and 30 GHz, an infrared scanner operated in

both the 4-5.54 and 8-14A regions, a dual 70 mm camera sensing visible color

and infrared color, a 4-lens camera employing filters from the mid-visible to

ultraviolet wavelengths.

Oil was detected on the sea surface at spill rates as low as 0.2 GPM for

long wavelengths sensors and at the lowest spill rates for photographic imagery

using an ultraviolet filter. Anomalously warm infrared radiometric temperatures

were recorded in the 4-5.54 region for heavy crude oil while #6 fuel oil appeared

radiometrically cooler.



PREFACE

This report presents the results of airborne multi-sensor tests of small

oil slicks formed in the Gulf of Mexico during April, 1970. A total of 103 oil

slicks were made by a U. S. Coast Guard cutter 50 miles off the coast of Alabama.

Pollution types investigated were #2 fuel Oil, #6 fuel Oil, 9250 lubricating

oil, gasoline, light crude oil and heavy crude oil. The oil slicks varied as

a function of spill rate (from 0.02 to 4.57 GPM) and ship speed.

Remote sensors utilized in performance of the tests included: 4-lens cam-

era operating in the ultraviolet and short wavelength visible, dual 70 m visi-

ble color and infrared camera, an infrared scanner operating in the 4-5.5 and

8-141 bands, and two microwave radiometers at wavelengths of 1 and 3 cm. Air-

craft operating altitude was 2,000 feet throughout the six days of tests.

The technical and administrative assistance provided by the U. S. Coast

Guard, Office of Research and Development is greatly appreciated. Specifi-

cally, the technical assistance of Lt. (jg) Fredrick L. Orthlieb throughout

the program is acknowledged. Assistance provided by personnel of the 8th Coast

Guard District during execution of the flight program is appreciated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report represents the results of a measurements and analysis program

on airborne sensing of controlled oil spills under Contract DOT-CG-03532-A.

The airborne tests were conducted approximately 50 miles off the Coast of

Alabama, southeast of Mobile. All sensor measurements were conducted from a

single aircraft so that all data could be correlated in space and time. The

sensors on board the aircraft included two microwave radiometers, a visual mul-

tispectral color camera, an IR color camera, a multispectral 4-lens camera op-

erating in the short wavelength visible and ultraviolet, and an infrared scanner.

The airborne tests were secondary to other tests being conducted by the Coast

Guard from the deck of the spill vessel, the chase boat, and the low altitude

heliocopter photography. The multisensor aircraft photographic data were to

supplement that data taken on board the ship and the heliocopter by providing

width measurements and a history on spread rates versus flow rates over a

period of time. The microwave radiometers and the infrared scanner data were

to bc used to determine the capabilities of these sensors in detecting oil from

an airborne platform. Being primarily a photographic mission, the experiment

was run to complement the photographic data and was not always optimum for the

acquisition of microwave data.

In the discussion which follows, the data received by each sensor and the

analysis thereof will be discussed separately and compared in a conclusion sec-

tion. Since more than 7,000 photographs were taken and over 11 hours of micro-

wave data were recorded this report cannot cover all aspects of the experiment.

Instead, a representative sampling of each oil type spilled at various spill

rates will be discussed. A major goal in the analysis of the data received

from all sensors was to determine the detection threshold of that sensor and
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Il. EXPERIM DEFINITION

All oil spills were pumped from the deck of the Coast Guard cutter at a

9pecified rate over a period of time which varied from approximately eight

minutes to 16 minutes, dependent upon the speed of the ship. The ship's speeds

were nominally 10 knots, 14 knots, and 17 knots; the spill rates varying from

.02 gallon par minute to well over 4 gallons par minute. The oil types in -

cluded No. 2 fuel oil, 9250 oil, No. 6 fuel, light crude oil, heavy crude oil

gasoline, and mixtures of heavy crude and gasoline. In addition to the con-

trolled spills, a static test was conducted wherein river mud was pumped over-

board to determine if any visual or sensor similarities existed between it and

oil. During all spills surface photo coverage and slick thicknesb measurerents

were conducted by the Coast Guard from a 210' cutter and an 82' Coast Guard

vessel. Photographs were also taken from a Coast Guard heliocopter in the

immediate area of the cutter. All multisensor measurements were made from the

ship's stern with the aircraft returning after each run to that oil slick

farthest away from the cutter which was detectible by the operator, either

visually or by the sensors. This limitation turned out to be visual to the

DC-3 multisensor aircraft pilot as it was necessary for him to align the single

Learn microwave sensors over the slick. It was seldom possible to fly the air-

craft by the single beam sensor output, as the beam was aimed approximately 500

from nadir behind the aircraft.

In order to maintain a thousand foot spacing between the DC-3 multisensor

aircraft and the heliocopter, the DC-3's altitude was fixed at 2,000 feet.

This altitude was considered a minimum for the lowest frequency microwave sen-

sor to assure that the antenna sampling was large enough to eliminate the effects

of individual waves upon the radiometric response. Higher alittudes were not



considered as the resolution of the photographic data would be impaired. Con-

sequently, the high frequency microwave data were difficult to analyze because

the antenna sampling size was small enough that individual wave effects and

aircraft motion biased the data received. The measurements Vere conducted

over a seven-day period with only one day of downtime because of weather.

Operations were shortened during one day because of poor visibility.
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III. TEST DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

All radiometer, scanner and photographic data were taken from a single

DC-3 aircraft. A crew of six was required to operate the aircraft and equip-

ment. Tie crew included an experiment coordinator, a radiometer operator, a

scanner operator, a photographer, a pilot, and a co-pilot. The scanner and

cameras were pointed at nadir, while the radiometers were looking 460 from

nadir behind the aircraft. An angle of 500 was the desired nadir angle, but at

120 knots aircraft speed the pilot could not hold the plane exactly horizontal.

As 460 could be maintained relatively constant, this angle was accepted as an

alternate. The flight plan for taking data was to fly toward the ship from the

fartherest visible oil spill. After passing over the ship, the course was re-

versed until oil again could not be detected with a microwave radiometer or a

scanner.

The original intent was to fly in an "S" pattern over the oil to determine

the minimum detection point. This method of return was found to be unsatisfac-

tory because aricraft motion was too great without long approaches. Thus, after

the first day a different approach was used; namely, to fly directly back down

the ship's course following the oil spill visually as far as possible, maintain-

ing a constant heading until the signal was lost with the microwave and infrared

radiometers. Data was taken on the return flights with the microwave radiometers,

which enabled comparison to be made of up-wind, down-wind, and cross-wind infor-

mation. Minimal microwave data were obtained the first day as the shipboard rad-

ar or communication equipment and the boresight camera created considerable inter-

ference. The "X" band radiometer was particularly sensitive to interference

when the aircraft was within one or two oil spills of the ship. The source of

the interference has not been discovered to date, because all radars were turned
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off and communications held to a minimum on the Coast Guard cutter. It is ex-

pected that other on-board interference associated with the operation of the

ship was the source of the interference. The first day's runs were short in

duration as the light oil dispersed rapidly on the water's surface making it

difficult for the pilot to fly a reverse course. While the first day' s data

were limited the operations were extremely valuable in training for the follow-

ing day's measurements. Throughout the entire data flights, a log was kept on

board the aircraft of each run, containing positional data and miscellaneous

observations. The log run numbers are not related in number to the oil dumps.

However, the dumps which were overflown, and the times at which they were over-

flown on each aircraft pass, were recorded. The flight-run numbers were re-

corded on the left margin of the flight data sheets between the stop and start

indicators. The return flight was given the same number as the previous run

with an "'. This departure from the planned approach of one run per oil spill

was required because oil spills were detected at such long ranges from the ship

that more than one spill was completed before the aircraft could pass over the

ship again. This departure from the experiment plan did not create difficul-

ties in the data analysis, since the times were synchronized with that of the

ship, and, when possible, the time and footage readings on the tape recorders

were noted in the aircraft log each time a new test came within the beam of

the radiometer. In a similar manner the camera operator recorded the frame

numbers and the time at which photographic coverage was started on each run,

and the time when an oil spill was overflown. Since the aircraft speed and

altitude remained constant throughout the entire run, the optical data and the

microwave data could be readily correlated within the accuracy required. The

major difficulties encountered in collecting both the optical data and the
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microwave data from the same aircraft resulted on those days in which the winds

were high and the spills were made cross-wind. On those days the aircraft had

to fly with a crab angle to maintain its course. Asl a result, when the cam-

eras were directly over the oil spills the microwave radiometer antennas were

looking at an angle to the side by several hundred feet. This problem was

overcome by the coordinator visually sighting down the radiometer antennas and

directing the aircraft's flight from that position. In general, crab angles

were such that optical and microwave data could be obtained simultaneously in

this manner. The major difficulty with this approach was that the pilot could

not visually fly the spills and anticipate changes in spill direction, as his

headings were based on a reference point approximately 2,000 feet behind the air-

craft. Because of this difficulty, future tests should consider the possibility

of using two separate aircraft or multibeam radiometers with fields of view sim-

ilar to that of the cameras.

A typed copy of the flight log is included in the appendix as the reference

for any future data reduction. The spill numbers are indicated in the lined

columns with the aircraft run numbers indicated on the far edge of the paper

and marked by a check in the Start and Stop columns. Data correlation logs and

data analysis logs have also been included in the appendix. In the data an'lysis

discussions which follow, the aircraft runs will not be referred to and dis-

cussions will be made only on a test or spill number. In this manner all sensor

data aboard the aircraft can be easily correlated with data acquired by ship-

board sensors.

An analysis of each spill on each aircraft run has been made for spread

rate and detection capabilities. The results of this analysis have been recorded

in tabular form in the appendix. A full discussion of each spill is not made
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within this text, as it would be too lengthy. However, representative samplings

of spills at five flow rates are selected and discussed for each sensor herein.

In certain instances, where other significant information was deemed important

in the overall analysis, the discussion also covers those spills in a subsequent

section. A matrix of those spills selected for analysis is presented in Table 1.

Oil Ship Flow Rates
Type Speed 0.05 GPM 0.1 GPM 0.5 GPM 1.0 GPM 60 Liter/Mile

No. 2 14 Kt - 9 7 6

9250 14 21 20 18t  
1 7 t

No. 6 14 35 86 87 88 90

Light
Crude 10 36 35 33 31 39

Light
Crude 14 48 47 45 43 40

Light
Crude 17 49 51 52 56

Heavy
Crude 14 64 65 67 68 98

t15 and 14 substituted at 17 knots in the following discussion.

Tuole 1 - Oil Spills Selected for Analysis

A table preceding the photographs lists the spills according to oil type.

he igure numbers for the tests discussed are listed in that table.

In the analysis which follows, the prime considerations are the capabilities

of the sensors to establish the type of oil and the flow rate, and to determine
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minimum detection capabilities of the sensors. The capability of each sensor

in meeting these goals is discussed separately and a comparative summary follows

the discussion of each sensor.

A. MJLTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Multispectral photographs were taken simultaneously with a 4-lens camera.

The 4-lens camera is a modified K-24 aerial camera equipped with four Schneider-

Kreuzrach Xenar 1:3.5/100 lenses. The shutter speed was 1/450 second at f.5.6

on all lenses except the 18A (UV) filter, which was f.4. The single lens field

o' view was 1220 feet at an aircraft altitude of 2,000 feet. Kodak Tri-X Aerecon

film U,03 was used in the 4-lens camera. Filters provided images in the ultra-

violet and short wavelength visible portion of the spectrum. A 0.5 to 0.6 micron

filter was used to provide conventional black and white photographs from the

middle portion of the visible spectrum. The remaining filters covered the 0.32

to 0.50 micron region in the 0.39 to 0.50, 0.32 to 0.48, and 0.36 to 0.40 micron

bands.

During the first day of tests the film drive motor for the 4-lens camera

failed, requiring the operator to use the manual hand crank throughout all but

the last two days of operation. The use of the manual film advance did not

appreciably degrade the quality or quantity of multispectral data. Data are

sparse however, for the No. 2 fuel oil spills which took place on the first day

of tests.

The data presented herein will be discussed on the basis of spill rate and

oil type. A subsequent section will describe the effects of dispersion on de-

tectability through a sequence of photographs of the same oil slick over an

extended period of time.
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The multispectral photographs reading from top to the right in the 4-frame

photo are for filters of 0.39 to 0.50s, 0.32 to 0.48p, 0.5 to 0.6p, and 0.36 to

0.40", as shown in Figure 1. All figures are for a ship speed of 14 knots un-

less otherwise noted.

0.39 to 0.32 to

0.54 I 0.48P

0.5 to 0 0.36 to
o. 6 0.-40 L

Figurel- Location of Spectral Bands on 4-Lens Photographs

Flow Rate--0.05 GPM (Gallons per Minute)

The detection of oil spilled at 0.05 GPM is questionable for all pollutant

types except heavy crude oil. Figures 2A and 2B are photographs of No. 6 fuel

oil and light crude oil (ship speed - 10 knots) respectively. Although no oil

appears in the photographs, it is assumed that the aircraft was over the oil

slick and the oils were not detectable. As seen in Figure 3A, heavy crude oil

at a spill rate of 0.05 GPM is detectable in the ultraviolet bands as a narrow

irregular light streak across the center of the photographs. In the 0.5 to

0.6L portion of the spectrum the oil slick is not apparent.

Flow Rate--0.1 GPM

The detection threshold for oils at a spill rate of 0.1 GPM is apparent

for both refined and crude oils. Figure 3B shows the marginal detectability of

No. 6 fuel oil eight (8) minutes after initiation of the spill. Note light-

er irregular slick in lower right of 0.36 to 0.40p photo. In the 0.32 to 0.48-
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band the detection is marginal and the oil is not apparent in the 0.39 to 0.5

or 0.5 to 0.6. bands. Both light and heavy crude oil slicks show up well in

the shorter wavelength photographs, Figures 4A and 4B. The heavy crude shows

a better contrast than the light crude, and can be discerned in the photo-

graphs using the visible portion of the spectrum. The irtensity of contrast of

the heavy oil in the ultraviolet region is higher but it is also interesting

to note the effects of sun glitter in Figures 4A and 4B. The photograph of

the light crude oil slick (Figure 4A) was made at 1430, while the heavy crude

was flown at 1139. Sun glitter appreciably detracts from rapid identification

of the presence of oil. A further fact to be noted is that crude oils appear

to be more easily detected.

Flow Rate--0.5 GPM

All pollutants overflown with the 4-lens camera were detectable at a spill

rate of 0.5 GPM. Figure 5A shows 9250 lubricant oil during spillage; note white

water of wake in left center portion of photographs. Only the 0.36 to 0.40v,

band photograph shows presence of oil. The effects of wake action on positive

identification of oil spillage is displayed in this photograph. A No. 6 fuel

oil slick (Figure 5B) is readily apparent in all of the short wavelength photo-

graphs as a lighter irregular ribbon in the center portion. In the visible

portion of the spectrum the presence of oil on the water surface is indicated

by the absence of sun glitter. The use of the absence of sun glitter as a

method of oil slick detection leaves much to be desired and gives no indication

of the type or thickness of the oil.

The presence of pollution by light crude oil with ship speeds of 10, 14,

and 17 knots is presented in Figures 6A, 6B, and 7A. The slick formed at the

slowest speed (Figure 6A) is readily apparent in the short wavelength photographs.

Here, again, the slick is vaguely discernable as a decrease in sun glitter due

to suppresion of surface roughness. The presence of oil in Figure 6B is seen
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as a very narrow light streak across the center of the photographs for the

short wavelengths. The presence of oil is not apparent in the photograph using

the visible portion of the spectrum. With a ship speed of 17 knots, the light

crude oil (Figure 7A) appears as an irregular mass in the center of the short

wavelength visible and ultraviolet photographs.

The presence of oil cannot be distinguished in the 0.5 to O.A band due to

under exposure. The presence of a heavy crude oil slick is readily apparent

in Figure 7H. All wavelengths of investigation indicate the presence of oil,

however, the shorter wavelengths produce much greater contrast.

At a spill rate of 0.5 GPM it again appears that heavier oils (lower API

Gravity) are more easily detected than light weight oils. The sequence of pho-

tographs at a spill rate of 0.5 GPM also indicates that refined petroleum pro-

ducts are as readily detected as equivalent gravity crude ois.

Flow Rate-i GPM

With a spill rate of 1 GPM all oil types overflown were readily detected.

The 9250 lubricating oil was detected imuediatley after spillage as shown in

Figure 8A. The high viscusity oil remained as a narrow irregular slick appar-

ent in the short wavelength visible and ultraviolet bands with a lighter appear-

ance than the surrounding water devoid of pollution. The 9250 oil is not appar-

ent in the 0.5 to 0.6 band.

Number 6 fuel oil was detected through clouds 20 minutes after initiation

of the spill. The slick is characterized by wind streaking and is best seen

in the 0.36 to 0.40k band (Figure 8B). The 0.39 to O.51 and 0.32 to 0.480

band also show the oil, but the contrast is somewhat reduced. The visible por-

tion of the spectrum does not detect the oil slick.

Figures 9A, 9B, and 10k show the detection of light crude oil at ship

speeds of 10, 14, and 17 knots respectively. In all cases the shorter wavelength

12
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bands produce the best detection mechanism of the 4-lens camera. Figure 9A

shows the effects of wind sreaking, while Figure 96 shows a narrow ill-defined

slick which appears lighter than the surrounding water. The effects of spread-

ing are shown in Figure 1OA, where the slick cccupies the upper two-thirds of

the photographs and is apparent as a mottled light mass with areas of varying

oil thicknesses. Note there is also a suppression of sea surface roughness and

a decrease in sun glitter in the area covered by oil.

Heavy crude oil at a 1 GPM spill rate is readily apparent in Fig-re 1OB,

13 minutes after initiation of the spill. The average width of the slick is

300 feet. All wavelengths of investigation show the presence of oil, however,

the shorter wavelengths show better contrast. It appears that thicker oil is

present at the periphery of the slick because of the higher intensity response

along the edges.

Flow Rate--60 liters/mile

All oil types investigated were detectable at a spill rate of 60 liters/

mile. No. 2 fuel oil and 9250 lubricant were not spilled at a flow rate equiv-

alent to 60 liters/mile. Figure 11A shows the presence of No. 6 fuel oil as a

light hazy slick in -'he right center of the photographs for the short wavelength

bands. The oil slick can be distinguished from clouds by comparing the ultra-

violet frames with the 0.5 to 0.6p frame (lower left) where the oil slick does

not appear light and hazy.

Light crude oil slicks are shown in Figures 11B, 12A, and 128. With ship

speeds of 10 and 14 knots the slicks have similar appearances in the short

wavelengths of investigation and are not apparent in the 0.5 to 0.6 , region.

Slight variations in the thickness of the slicks is apparent in Figure 11B and

13



12A as darker streaks with their long axis parallel to the long axis of the

slick. Similarities in the appearance of the two slicks is because they wire

formed in succession (Spills 39 and 40) and all conditions, such as glitter,

roughness, etc., were the same.

In contrast to the uniform well-defined boundaries of the 10 and 14 knot

light crude oil spills, the 17-knot spill the following day shows irregular

boundaries and mottled appearance, (Figure 12). Here, again, positive detec-

tion is limited to the 0.39 to 0.5i, 0.32 to 0.48p, and 0.36 to 0."j bands.

A slight indication of oil is apparent in the 0.5 to O.6a portion of the spectrum

but positive identification is marginal.

Heavy crude at a spill rate of 60 liters/mile appears as dark accumulations

when thick, Figure 13A, and thin lighter streaks due to dispersion by wind

action. This particular frame was taken 21 minutes after initiation of the

spill. The oil slick is most pronounced in the short wavelength visible and

ultraviolet bands, (right center of photograph). In the 0.5 to O.6 i band the

presence of oil is not apparent.

Effects of Wind Direction Perpendicular to Long A3s of Oil Slick

To determine the effects of wind on the dispersion of oil, a sequence of

multispectral photographs showing the dispersion of light crude oil over a

period of 90 minutes are presented in Aigures 13B, 144, 14l, and 15A. Figure

13B shows the light crude oil slick shortly after initiation of the spill at

0959 hours. Compare Figure 14A with 13B and note that the width of the thick-

est accumulation of oil has not appreciably changed. The time elapsed between

Figures 13B and 14A was 8 minutes. The significant difference between Figures

14



13B and 14A is the development of the linear features extending down from the

light colored oil slick in Figure 14A.

Yn Figure 14B the oil has been on the water for 38 minutes. The slick is

discernable in the upper portion of the photographs in all wavelengths of inves-

tigation, except the 0.5 to O.6o portion of the spectrum. The linear features

of alternating light and dark bands extend downward from the slick through

the entire photograph.

The last photograph of the sequence, Figure 15A, shows the presence of a

thin film of oil in the upper two-thirds of the 0.39 to 0.51, 0.32 to 0.484,

and 0.36 to 0.41 bands. Ncte the presence of the linear streaks which are

most apparent in the right half of the slick. At the time of this photograph

the oil slick had been on the water for one hour and 30 minutes; the width of

the slick is indeterminable but is greater than 1000 feet.

Sequence Photographs of Selected Oil Slicks

The rates of dispersion of No. 6 fuel oil, light crude, and heavy crude

oils with varying rates of spillage will be discussed in the following section.

An oil slick of heavy crude oil at a rate of 0.1 GPM and a ship speed of 14

knots is presented in Figure 15B, twelve (12) minutes after initiation of the

spill. The slick is well-defined and has a total width of 375 feet with a

concentration of thicker oil on the upper edge approximately 40 feet in width.

Figure 16A shows the characteristics of the slick 23 minutes after initiation

of the spill. The width of the slick has not changed from those recorded in

previous overflight 11 munutes earlier. The thicker, lighter portion of the

slick appears to be slightly wider and the contact is more irregular. The

lower boundary of the slick is less well-defined when compared with Figure 15B.
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It is also interesting to note the presence of a wide oil slick of unknown

origin running perpendicular to the slick under investigation in Figure 16A.

Observers on board the spill vessel recorded crossing an unidentified oil slick

during spillage of slicks 65 and 66. The presence of both slicks can be deter-

mined, and it does not appear that the detection of the later slick is degraded

by the presence of older oil on the sea surface.

At a spill rate of 0.5 GPM a heavy crude oil slick was overflown five(5)

separate times during an 89-minute interval. The dispersion rates and slick

characteristics are described in Table 2.

The presence of oil is apparent throughout the entire interval, however,

the width dimension became approximate due to thinning of the oil slick by the

action of wind. The boundary on the windward side of the slick remains sharp

after one hour on the water surface. Figures 16B, 17A, 17B, and 18A and B are

representative photographs showing the dispersion detection characteristics over

an 89-minute period.

Dispersion characteristics of heavy crude oil spilled at a rate of 2.6 GPM

are similar to the 0.5 GPM rate. It appears that with higher spill rates the

oil tends to remain coalesced for longer periods of time. Figure 19A shows the

hea';y crude oil slick (rate = 2.6 GPM) 18 minutes after initiation of the spill.

Note the distinct boundaries and high contrast of the slick; average width of

the slick in Figure 19A is 375 feet. After the oil has been on the water for

47 minutes the width had increased to only 400 feet, and the oil/water boundaries

are not as yell defined, Figure 19B.

The slick formed at the 2.6 GPM spi3l rate retained its complete coverage

without breaking up after 66 minutes on the water, Figure 20A. (Note that the

width dimension has not appreciably increased.) Compared with the 0.5 GPM
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spill rate slick (Figure 18A) it is noted that oil slicks formed at higher spill

rates tend to remain coalesced for longer periods. This however is dependent

Upon the wind and sea conditions.

A No. 6 fuel oil slick at a spill rate of 3.96 GPM was overflown four times

from initiation of the spill through an interval of 57 minutes. Figure 2OB shows

spilling of the oil. Identification of oil is marginal due to presence of dis-

turbea water in the wake and clouds. However, a dark streak in the center of

the white water appears to be oil. In the following photograph (Figure 21A) the

presence of oil is apparent at all wavelengths of investigation. The oil slick

has not dispersed appreciably during the 17 minutes since initiation of the spill.

Thirty-five minutes after spilling the oil slick remained thick and narrow

(maximum width= 125 feet). High reflectance in all wavelengths of inTestigation

indicates the presence of oil, Figure 21B. The upper portion of the photograph

indicaLes the presence of thin wind-streaked oL: (Note the light semi-opaque

steeaks in upper left, transversing obliquely across photo.) in 
the 0.32 to

O.48i and 0.36 to 0.40P bands.

Light crude oil spilled at 4.57 GPM (Spill 56) was initiated at 0935.

Weather and sea conditions were reported at 0830 as wind out of the 
NE at 4

knots and the sea calm. Figure 22B shows the slick conditions six minutes after

initiation of the spill. Boundaries are very irregular and the width varies

from a maximum of 460 feet to a miniuum of 250 feet. The oil is irregularly

distributed in the slick with a wide range of thicknesses 
apparent. Some areas

within the slick appear to be devoid of oil or are 
covered by very thin films.

The variation in thickness causes the slick to have 
a mottled appearance in the

short wavelength visible and ultraviolet bands. 
Detection of the slick with

the 0.5 to 0.6t band is questionable.
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After 27 minutes the slick had dispersed to a width ranging from 375 feet to

625 feet, Figure 23A. The contacts of the slick are not as sharp as the pre-

vious photograph. The mottled appearance remains dominant with areas of thin

oil becoming slightly larger, which is consistent with the increase in width.

Spill 56 appeared hazy and mottled after 65 minutes on the water, Figure 23B.

Boundaries are vague but still discernable in the 0.39 to 0.5%, 0.32 to 0.4&,

and 0.36 to O.40p bands. Width of the slick had increased to approximately 650

feet. The only significant distinguishing feature for the differentiation of

a light and heavy crude oil appears to be the mottled appearance, however, the

mottled appearance may also be due to faster ship speeds.

To compare the effects of dispersion for light crude oil a 1.14 GPM spill

rate (Spill 53) was monitored through a sequence of overflights which obtained

data on the oil after the slick had been on the water for 91 minutes. After 31

minutes the slick has an average width of 500 feet, Figure 24A. Boundaries

were irregular and the leeward boundary was less distinct than the windward.

Characteristics of the slick did not change appreciably during the 23 minutes

which elapsed between Figuren 24A and 24B. In Figure 24B the width increased

to greater than 875 feet, but the boundary conditions were similar to those

of the previous photograph.

After 91 minutes on the water surface (Figure 25A) only the thicker oil

which was on the windward side of the slick was discernable. There is, how-

ever, a slight indication of the presence of a thin oil film in the upper

portion of the photograph which causes a minor decrease in sun glitter. Con-

ditions for using suppression of sea state and associated decrease in sun

glitter are not the best in Figure 25A, since the reflection is highest in

the lower part of the photograph.
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CONCLUSIONS

In the bands used for photographic imagery with the 4-lens camera, the

0.36 to O.40,1 band is the most useful for detection of oil on the sea surface.

Heavy crude oil spilled at a rate of 0.05 GPM was detected with the short

wavelength bands. At spill rates of 0.1 GPM and greater all oil types inves-

tigated were detectable with the 0.36 to 0."O band. The 0.39 to O.50 and

0.32 to O.48P bands indicate the presence of oil at the higher spill rates

but the contrast between oil and water devoid of oil is more pronounced in the

0.36 to O.0i band.

Crude oils appear to be more easily detected than refined petroleum pro-

ducts, however, this may be due to the time of day and different sea conditions

wnich existed during the formation of the slicks. For a comparison of the

threshold of detectability of refined and crude oils the slicks must be observed

during the same time of day under similar sea conditions.

B. VISUAL COLOR AND INFRARED COLOR CAMERAS

Simultaneous 70 mm color photos were made of the oil spills directly below

the aircraft. The camera is a modified K-24 aerial camera equipped with Schneider-

Kreuznach Super-Angulon 1:5.6/47 lenses. The shutter speed on the camera was

1/450 second with lens settings of f.8. Kodak Ektachrome Infrared Aero film

(type 8443) and Ektachrome MS Aerographic film (type 2448) were used to produce

infrared images and conventional color photography, respectively. Exposure

settings were difficult because of the sun angle and reflections, but in most

cases exposure did not mask the detection of oil as contrasts were perceptable.

Coverage of the second and third day spills was not obtained because of a broken

shutter.
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Both visual and IR color are discussed simultaneously in this section as

the results are similar. Unless differences are noted, the discussion herein

applies to both types of color film. Evaluation of the color film will first

be made on selected 14 knot runs at specified flow rates. When photos were not

available of the selected spills, similar spills have been substituted and noted.

Additional photos of the same spills later in time have been included in this

discussion for spread rate evaluation. Photos of the spills to be di3cussed are

shown in Figure 26 through 39 which have been arranged by fuel types to show com-

parisons by spill rate. It was felt to be more convenient to discuss the oil by

flow rates, thus the discussion will refer to figure number, spill number, and

photo number. In this manner both visual comparison at different rates for one

oil type can be made simultaneously with comparisons between oils.

Whenever possible the same spills evaluated as to flow rate detection will

be discussed also as to spread rate. In addition, other spills will be evaluated

if it ia felt that significant data can be presented. If the spill was only vis-

ible on one pass, no further discussion is presented. In general, no history

on #2 fuel or 9250 oil could be obtained for more than one pass. The heaviest

spill of 9250 oil of Spill 14 did remain visible for 3 passes and is the first

series discussed.

Flow Rate--O.05 GPM

Flow rates of 0.05 GPM or less are extremely difficult to detect with the

visual and IR color. Number 2 fuel was not visible at all and 9250 oil was ques-

tionable. Occasional photographs of the 9250 oil show a small area on the water

surface which reflects light. Usually this area could not be definitely identi-

fied as the spill in question. Light crude photos were not available of the

0.05 GPM rate as the test was conducted at the time the color camera was in-
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operative. A photo of heavy crude oil is shown in Photo 823, of Figure 29.

The oil appears as dark streaks on the edge of the wake shortly after the spill

was started. This dark discoloration disappears rapidly. The heavy crude mea-

surement was made during a period when intermittent cloud cover existed at al-

titudes below the multi-sensor aircraft altitude, thus light conditions compro-

mised the color exposures.

Number 6 fuel, like heavy crude, appears as a narrow dark band in the water.

Figure 27, Spill 85, Photo 1245, was taken nearly 30 minutes after the #6 fuel

was psnped in the sea. Earlier overflights did not show this oil, which would

indicate that the fuel had not fully surfaced or that it clumped together after

some aging. No dispersion of the oil is noted in Photo 1245.

Flow Rate--0.1 GPM

The minimum reliable detection flow rate with color photography under the

conditions flown is approximately 0.1 GPM. Number 2 fuel at 0.1 GPM appears very

nimilar in appearance to the lower flow rates of #6 fuels. Time history would

Ke rquired to distinguish the #2 fel ae it &ppMW* Of the e u e r lM417 Md

disperses quickly. Number 2 fuel at 0.1 G4 is shown in Figure 26, Spill 9,

Photo 63. The oil shown in the IR color of Photo 63 gives a sharper contrast

than the oil in the visual color.

925C oil detection is still questionable ot 0.1 GPM as shown in Figure 26,

Spill 20, Photo 160. Consistent data was not received on 9250 oil, thus it

must be assumed that detection is limited.

Number 6 fuel as it appears in Figure 27, Spill 86, Photo 1250 is quite

easily detected at 0.1 GPM as dark thick appearing patches of oil. The spill

has been in the water nearly 20 minutes at the time Photo 1250 was taken and is
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noticeably wider in width than the 0.05 spill of Photo 1245. Both visual and

IR color seem equally satisfactory for detection purposes. Ill-defined bound-

aries make width determination difficult.

Heavy crude photos are shown in Figure 29 on Spill 65, Photo 837. The oil

is readily detected on both color films and has been in the water nearly 32 min-

utes. It should be noted that at this flow rate heavy crude has a white appear-

ance instead of black. The spread of the oil appears to be in one direction dur-

ing this spill. It is not evident from the photo as to whether the oil is thicker

on one side and spreading in one direction or if, instead, it is thicker on one

side due to the mixing action of the ships screw,. Heavier spills indicate that

the spills are uniform unless there are heavy cross winds.

Flow Rate--0.5 GPM

As before, the #2 fuel was not detected with the color photos. 9250 oil

was not detected at 14 knots but earlier runs at 17 knots were detected as shown

in Figure 26, Spill 15, Photo 106. The major difference to note is that the oil

in the IR color shows greater contrast than the visual color. The same contrast

differential applies to the #6 fuel as shown in Figure 27, Spill 87, Photo 1254.

The #6 fuel oil appears to spread more rapidly than does the 9250 oil.

The light crude oil shown in Figure 28, Spill 51, Photo 659, is not easily

detected particularly in the IR color photos. The oil had just been spilled and

the film was underexposed. The color of the light crude contrasts from the 9250

oil and the #6 fuel in that the light crude has a greyish cast instead of being

black.

Heavy crude after being in the water a short while (20 minutes) can be

readily detected as shown in Figure 29, Spill 67, Photo 863. Spill 67 was dumped

with a ship speed of 17 knots. Photo 863 shows that the oil is thicker on the
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edges with most of the oil being on the edges of the 250 foot slick. This uneve-

ness is probably the result of wake action, as it does not appear to be a function

of wind direction.

Flow Rate--1.0 GPM

Number 2 fuel was not detected by the color film. It is suspected that the

aircraft may not have been over the spill at that time as lover rates were de-

tected earlier. The 14 knot spill of 9250 oil was not detectable, however, at

17 knots black streaks over a wide area were noted as shown in Figure 26, Spill

14, Photo 110. Number 6 fuel is easily detected at this high a rate but the

boumdaries are difficult to determine with low sun angles, Figure 27, Spill 88,

Photo. 1271. Photos of the light crude at 10 and 14 knots were not taken because

of camera problems, but at 17 knots, Figure 28, Spill 52, ?hoto 697, shows light

crude after 25 minutes in the water. In this time duratiun the oil has spread

to 350 feet. Large patches are shown which atill have a swirl pattern but are

starting to separate. Some brown or reddish colors are noted in the grey swirls

which are probably due to thicker patches of oil on the surface. Heavy crude

colors are similar to light crude colors. The major difference to be noted is

that heavy crude does not spread as rapidly as light crude. The heavy oil does

spread quite rapidly, however, as it is 250 feet wide in Figure 29, Spill 68,

Photo 865, and has only been in the water less than 10 minutes.

Flow Rate--60 liters/mile

Number 2 fuel and 9250 oil ,vere not spilled at the 60 liters/mile rate.

Number 6 fuel at 3.6 GPM is shown in Figure 28, Spill 90, Photo 1290. Number

6 fuel is a black color and spreads slowly. Differentiating between #6 fuel and

9250 oil does not appear to be easy from the color photos; however, it is readily
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discernable from the light and heavy crude.

Light crude spill 56 is showr in Figure. 28, Photo 717, at 4.57 GPM. The

high rate was required to provide 60 liters/mile because the ship's speed was

17 knots. Light crude at the high rate is easily detected in both films. The

reddish-brown rust color in the oil is throughout with spiral patterns. No

break up is evident with the oil spreading 300 to 400 feet after 10 minutes.

Heavy crude at 3.5 GPM is shown in Figure 30, Spill 98, Photo 1450. This

particular spill of heavy crude appears different than other heavy crude spills.

The color is black like the #6 fuel. The spread rate appears slower at first

although Photo 1450 was taken only a few minutes after the oil was spilled.

Spread rates of heavy crude at other speeds will be evaluated later.

Spread Rate--9250--1.O GPM

Figure 30, Photos 95, 99, and 110 show Spill 14 on three consecutive passes.

Photo 99 is 12 minutes after Photo 95 and Photo 110 is 14 minutes later. Thus

the oil has been spilled approximately 2, 16, and 20 minutes, respectively.

In this period, the black appearing oil spread from 150 to 200 to 300 feet,

respectively. The overall length of the spill does not noticeably change. On

the third pass the oil shows some signs of breaking up. The detection duration

time could not be evaluated as Spill 14 was dumped later in the day and oper-

ations were terminated before the oil completely dispersed.

Spread Rate--#6 uel--0. 51 GPM

Spill 86 at 0.15 GPM is shown in Figure 31, Photos 1250 and 1262. In both

photos the boundaries were difficult to determine. The oil of Photo 1250 has

been in the water 20 minutes and 34 minutes in 1262, thus it was starting to

break up before spread rates could be determined. Previous photos were obscured

by clouds. The major difference between the #6 and 9250 to be noted herein is
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in width only which is related to spill rates. Both types appear black on both

color films.

Spread Rate--#6 Fuel--0.52 GPM

The next higher spill rate of #6 fuel to be compared is shown in Figures

31 and 32, Photos 1254, 1266, and 1277. Photo 1254 shows the oiL 8 minutes after

the spill started. Photo 1266 and 1277 are considerably later by 22 minutes

and 38 minutes, respectively. Widths were difficult to measure as heavy swells

and wind spread the oil rapidly. Close examination shows that the oil is bunched

in the wave troughs and appear as black streaks. The major spill location main-

tains the densest concentrations; however, the time detection period of the oil

could not be continued as clouds prevented visual tracking with the aircraft.

It was believed that this was overflown later but identification could not be

made without visual references.

Spread Rate--#6 fuel--1.16 GPM

A higher rate of #6 fuel spill rate at 1.16 GPM is shown in Figure ?

Photos 1271, 1281, and 1346. The oil spill in the three photos is approximately

10 minutes, 26 zinutes, and 60 mdnutes later, respectively. Cloud cover made

identification ol Lhis spill difficult. Oie run was made between Photos 1281,

and 1 346 which couid not be identified by spill numbnrz because of clouds.

Photo 1271 shows the oil to be U.'ack an shiny with both edges not sharply de-

fined. Photo 1281, aithough not sharply defined because of the high percentage

of cloud cover, indicates the start of oil break up and in Photo 1346, the oil

appears only in patches. The fuel appears to be only bunching and spreading

with little or no sinking or deterioration.
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Spread Rate--6 Fuel--3.67 GPM

Three passes were made over Spill 90 before operations were terminated for

the day. The oil in Figure 33, Photo 1290, has been spilled only 5-6 minutes.

The spill appears dark and is starting the breakup into the wave troughs. Photo

1334 of Figure 33 shows how the oil has spread 20 minutes after being spilled.

The major portion which appear-; shiny has spread to nearly 400 feet in width.

Close study shows longer streaks spreading out from the major spill area. Photo

1359 of Figure 33 was taken 42 minutes after the spill was started. Heavy clouds

made it difficult to locate the center of the spill as the spill had broken into

patches which are barely evident over the entire photo. IR color shows this

break up the best as shiny patches.

Spread Rate--Light Crude--0.5 GPM

Two photos are shown in Figure 33 and 34 for light crude at 0.5 GPM4. In photo

659, the oil immediately after being spilled is barely discernable in the

visible color film as grey spirals Just ahead of the chase boat. Other photos

show the oLl as light grey swirls which gradually dispersed. Photo 726 shows

the same spill approximately 68 minutes later. The oil still appears as broken

swirled patterns 100 to 200 feet apart. The slow spread rate is probably due

to the light uind conditions that day.

Spread Rate-Light Crude--1 .0 GPM

Spill 52 is shown in Figure 34 of Photos 687, 701, and 731. The oil has

been in the water for each photo for 15 minutes, 38 mnnutes, and 60 minutes,

respectively. The first photo shows the oil to be wide spirals with the oil

in patches spread over nearly 350 feet. The oil appears hazy white with the

visual color photo being somewhat clearer showing a red tint in the center of

the spirals. In both Photos 701, and 731, the oil has spread to 400-450 feet
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with the spiral pattern being less distinct. The red tint tends to remain on

the edges of the spills giving the impression that the oil is thicker on the

edges. Later photos show only patches of oil which cannot be definitely re-

lated to this spill because of limitations in the camera's field of view.

Spread Rate--Light Crude--4.57 GPM

Spill 56 at 4.57 GPM is shown in Figure 35, Photos 717, 745, and 789.

The oil in the photos have been in the water approximately 10 minutes, 42 min-

utes, and 72 minutes, respectively. As can be seen in the photos, !t is very

evident that this spill was at a high rate with little break up of the oil in

over an hour. Photo 789 was made on the last run of the morning when the ship's

course was changed, thus the spill's duration could not be determined. Spread

rnte from the photos are measured as 250 feet, 400 feet and 500 feet respectively.

As in the lighter spill rates, the oil rapidly spreads to a width of 300-400

t'eet and then gradually spreads. Wind conditions for these photos are still

such to give light wave action with some swells.

Spread Rate--Heavy Crude--0.5 GPM

Photo 863 of Figure 35 and Photo 881, and 914 and 954 of Figure 36 show

consecutive photos of Spill 67. The age of the oil in the water in each photo

is approximately 20 minutes, 39 minutes, 62 minutes, and 90 minutes, respectively.

The m.ajor significance of these photos is to show how the distinct patches of

'il and spiraled patterns of Photo 863 changes into a diffused, azy white streak

which does not spread significantly beyond 400 feet. It should be noted that

with age the IR color detection degrades faster than the visual color, with the

oil in the IR color photos turning black in the last photo. Operations for the

day were ended before further photos could be taken; however, under the wind
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conditions at that time, it is estimated that detection would have been possible

for several hours.

Spread Rate--Heavy Crude--O.94 GPM

A higher flow rate of Spill 68 is shown in Photo 865 of Figure 36 and Photos

888, 921, and 959 of Figure 37. The age of the oil in these photos is 10 minutes,

27 minutes, 50 minutes, and 79 minutes, respectively. The first photo, 865, shows

the oil shortly after it was spilled and the chase boat apeears to have disturbed

the oil in the upper portion of the spill. By comparing Photo 865 to 863, it

is evident that the flow rate is greater in 865. As in the previous 0.5 GPM

photos, little change is noted in the later photos except for the fading and dif-

fusion of the oil. As before the IR color gradually changes from white to black

with time while the regular color only fades. In this test the oil may have bee:

discernable for a longer period had operations heen extended that day.

Spread Rate--Heavy Crude--3.5 GPM

The heavy spill rate of Spill 98 was continued on a different day and the

results are compared herein to show the effects of higher seas. Only two photos

were taken as the spill was made near the end of the day. The first photo is 1450

in Figure 37, taken approximately 3 minutes after the spill was dumped and Photo

.1501 in Figure 38 which shows the spill aged by 54 minutes. Photo 1450 appears

entirely different than the other heavy crudes spilled on previous days. The

color is black instead of grey and the spiral pattern is not evident as it was

before. In the later photo, the oil has diffused quite evenly but still has a

black color with a highly reflective surface.

Spread Rate--Heavy Crude--2.64 GPM

Photos 935, 974, and 996 of Figure 38 show the heavy crude of Spill 71
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which was spilled at a rate of 10 knots. The age of the oil in the three photos

are respectively, 18 minutes, 47 minutes, and 66 inutes. The oil in these photos

does not indicate any differences resulting from speed. The oil still spreads

rapidly to 300 feet and gradually increases to 500 feet. As in earlier heavy crude

runs, the spiral pattern appears and graddally diffuses.

Spread Rate--Heavy Crude--3.95 GPM

A high rate of spread (17 knots) for #6 fuel in Spill 96 is compared in

Figure 39 in Photos 1391,,1410, 1431, and 1467. The ages of the fuel are 2 min-

utes, 17 minutes, 26 minutes, and 58 minutes. The first photo shows only a

narrow stretch of oil followed by shiny patches of oil over a wide area which is

difficult to measure. As in the heavy crude, speed does not appear to effect

the oil spread rate.

Conclusions of Color Photography

Both visual multispectral color and IR color appear to be equally capable

or detecting oil on the surface of the water under the weather conditions en-

countered during performance of this program. The major differences noted be-

tween the two was that the infrared film tends to give a slightly sharper con-

trast between the oil and the water with low sun angles. The multispectral

visual color is more useful in evaluating flow rates as the oil thickness can

be better inferred by seeing the wider range of colors that appear. as oil

thickens. Neither film was found satisfactory in the detection of #2 fuel,

however, difficulties in operation on the days in which #2 fuel was spilled

may compromise the conclusion. Detection of the other oils were possible with

the color cameras at flow rates down to 0.05 GPM providing the oil had been

in the water for a very short time period (less than 10 minutes). Reliable
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detection of oil for any extended period with visual and IR color film were only

made at flow rates above 0.5 GPM. The lower flow rates remain on the surface of

the water for a short period of time and if any wind is present or high currents

exist, the-oil quickly disperses and is not longer visible.

All of the spill rates were largely influenced by wind and the sea's con-

dition. The break up of the oil does not appear to be due to gradual diffusion.

In particular, heavy crudes and the heavier fuels break up into patches and

spread over a wide area. Until this happens, almost all types of oil tested

appear to spread quite rapidly to 300 feet and then gradually to 500 feet. Any

spreading beyond 500 feet in width is usually accompanied by the break up of

the oil into small patches or small streaks in the troughs of the swells. The

speed of the ship does not appear to have any significant effect on the appear-

ance of the oil in the water except for perhaps subtle differences in such things

as the distance behind the ship at which the oil first surfaces. No attempts were

made to analyze these sort of subtle differences.

Color photography does not appear to be a precise tool in determining the

rate of oil spillage. However, an estimation of flow rates can be inferred.

It also should be possible for an experienced operator to determine if the flow

rates are above a certain value such as 0.5 GPM, 1 GPM, or 3-4 GPM. Of course,

clouds and weather do have significant effects upon the color photography as

noted in several photographs, during the days in which clouds and storm condi-

tions existed.

C. INFRARED SCANNER IMAGERY

Infrared imagery of oil slicks was obtained in the 8-14L and 4-5.5 bands

using a Bendix Scanner. Due to mechanical difficulty only limited data were
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obtained on the first day's test with the scanner operating with an 8-14 detec-

tor. The thermal mapper was a Bendix TM/LN-3 scanner with a tri-metal 8-14i

detector cooled with liquid nitrogen. The instantaneous field of view-is 2.5

milliradians with a total field of view of 1200 of arc. A #2 fuel oil siick

appears in Figure 40 as a dark stream of oil trailing the spill vessel. The

rate of spill was 0.2 GPM with a ship speed of 18 knots. In the 8-1/4o band the

oil appears cooler (darker) than the surrounding water. Thicker oil at the

boundary of the slick is cooler radiometrically than the center portion of the

slick. The wake of the ship appears warm and it is not Icnown if oil was being

opilled at the time the imagery was made. If oil was being spilled its detection

would undoubtedly be masked by the radiometrically warmer wake.

During the last two days of tests the scanner was operational using a :-

5.5iL detector. The instrument used was a Bendix TWLN-2 equipped with a InSb

4-5.5 L detector. Figure 41 (Spill 98) shows the detection capabilities over a

heavy crude oil sli:k spilled at a rate of 0.5 GPM and a ship speed of 14 knots.

Contrary to expected results, the heavy crude oil appears radiometrically warmer

than the surrounding water in the 4-5.5p band. It was anticipated that the response

of oils in the intermediate infrared would be similar to the 8-14tL region response.

Further analysis on the 4-5.5p scanner imagery of the heavy cr.de oil slick after

it had been on the water for several minutes revealed that it remained radiome-

trically warmer.

In contrast to the response of heavy crude oil, Number 6 fuel oil, (Spill 90)

appeared radiometrically cooler in the 4-5.5p region, Figure 42. The spill rate

was 3.67 GPM and the ship speed was 14 knots. The difference in the response

of the crude and refined petroleum in the 45.5p region is not fully understood.

It may be due to inherent differences in the emittance and reflectance of the
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two oil types in the 4-5.5p region. PreviouB measurements in the 8-13.5p range*

have shown that crude oil appears radiometrically cooler than the surrounding

water.

The infrared imagery presently at hand is not sufficient to fully evaluate

the capabilities of oil type differientiation using the 4-5.5 region of the

intermediate infrared. To determine and evaluate the capabilities of sensors

operating in or near these wavelengths, further tests should be performed.

Specific data on the effects of oil thicknesses and types which can be disting-

uished must be quantified.

D. MICROWAVE RADIOMETER SENSORS

Two microwave radiometers were mounted in one of the two camera wells in

the bottom of the DC-3 aircraft shown in Figure 43. The radiometers were

mounted looking aft at 500 nadir when the deck of the aircraft is horizontal.

The all solid-state radiometers, built by the Microwave Sensor Systems Division

of Spectran, Inc., were designed for operation on airborne or ground based

platforms. Both radiometers are dual polarized with analog read-outs directly

in temperature. All radiometric temperature read-outs are automatically cor-

rected for changes in ambient and hot load temperature. The electrical param-

eters of the radiometric systems are included in Table 3.

The look angle of the radiometers was selected to be at or near 500 to

minimize the effects of sea state to the vertically polarized signals. It

was felt that near the 500 nadir angle the vertical pclarized signals would be

affected primarily by the oil on the water alone, and not resulting from the

*Lowe, D. S., and P. G. Hasell, Multispectral Sensing of Oil Pollution, 6th
International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1969.
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Table 3 - Radiometer System Specifications

Center Frequency 10.2 GHz 30.0 GHz

Bandwidth (min.) 450 MHz 450 MHz

AT (sensitivity/second)
Single polarity 0.110 K 0.210 K
Double polarity 0.150 K 0.300 K

Intercept Element 320 X 230 feet 170 X 120 feet

. .... . . . ... . ........ "-- . . - 4--
Antenna Beamwidth 4.60 2.40

Data Outputs iVria Vertical

I- Reference
Recorded Integration Time 0.1 sec. 0.1 sec.

tMajor and minor axes of ellipse from 2,000 feet altitude.

calmed sea condition. The final nadir angle of the radiometers during the actual

flights was 460 instead of 500 and, as a result, all sea state effects were not

ignored by the vertical channel as will be shown later.

Tne results of these measurements will be discussed differently than was

the photographic data as the results, in general, apply equally to all spills.

Whenever anomalies appear, that spill will be discussed separately.

The Microwave data was taken by flying from astern the Coast Guard cutter

at an altitude of 2,000 feet. As the look angle in not at nadir, the intercept

area of the antenna beams are elliptical in shape with major and minor axes of

approximately 320 by 230 and 170 by 120 feet for the 10.2 GHz and 30 GHz radiom-

eters respectively. Sample sizes of these areas are minimal for the 10.2 GHz

system and below for the 30 GHz to obtain a good statistical average of the wave

trains. As a result of the small sample size, most of the discussion to follow
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applies to the X-Band, (10.2 GHz) system. Data were compiled and analyzed for

the Ka-Band (30 GHz) system, but the accuracy of the signal magnitudes are ques-

tionable.

During the tests, microwave data were recorded of a 4-channel tape recorder

at a speed of 3-3/4 inch/second. In addition, both horizontally polarized signals

were recorded at the input to the t.pe recorder on a dual channel strip line re-

corder at 2 inches/minute. A monitor station was available to sample any of one

of the six outputs desired on a digital voltmeter. A check on the data and time

log later showed that the aircraft invertor's output was 120 volts at 45 cycles,

instead of 60 cycles, thus all recorders were running at 45/60 or 3/4 speed.

All datahave been corrected to reflect the true recording speed.

The data on the tape recorder have been recorded on a 6-channel strip chart

recorder with the integration time increased to approximately 2 seconds. Tne

data were run at 25 millimeter/second to make the length of the microwave data

more closely correspond to the length of the photographs. In addition, a spike

suppression curcuit was used to delete the boresight camera and interference spikes.

The two extra channels record the difference in the horizontal and vertical pol-

arized signals for each radiometer. The data in this format is too large for

presentation, thus only the amplitude data has been tabulated and included in

Appendix A.

Detection Limitations

The minimum detection level of the microwave radiometers was difficult to

determine in these tests as visual acquisition was required to align the antenna

beam with the oil spill. Tests during the first day gave little information be-

cause of the alignment difficulties. On other days when low level spills were

visible, detection with the microwave radiometers was made down to 0.05 GPM.
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The X-Band microwave signal level for the spills discussed earlier, in the color

and ultraviolet sensors are as shown in Table 4.

SPILL RATES
0.05 GPM 0.1 GPM 0.5 GPM 1.0 G1 60 Liters/Mle

No. 2...

9250 --.-

No. 6 -20 -20 -4P -50 _50

Light - -- 3 -4CrudeT  _40 _-60 _90 _70

- - -60 -60 _50

Heavy -60 -50 -10 1100
Crude , 0

tThree series at 10, 14, and 17 knots are evaluated.

Table 4 - Microwave Radiometric Temperatures

The signal levels shown in the table by themselves are not significant as

the alignment problem was always critical and the percentage beam fill is not

always known. The most significant thing to be noted from the table is that

the signals are all colder than the background. No pattern seems to be evident

from the different ship speeds for light crude.

It would also appear from the table that heavier types of oil give colder

recordings at lower rates, and that the heavier spills are colder than the

light spills. These results are reasonable in that the oil spill rate was not

great enough to reach a thickness where the warmer oil signal predominates over

the reduced or cooler signal as a result of lower sea state. Some measurements

do not follow this trend; the signals get warmer for some spills. It cannot

be verified with the data available, but the effect might be due to the
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thickness of heavy patches of oil compensating for the cooler signal from sea

state reduction. At Ka-Band, some warm signals were received but correlation

between aircraft motion, wave effects, and oil is difficult. It is possible that

many of the warm signals received at 30 GHz are patches of oil which are thick

enough over a large enough area to give beam fills sufficient to create hot sig-

nals. Unless runs can be made at an altitude sufficient to smooth out or aver-

age the wave effects, sea state cannot easily be determined.

The runs from which the microwave data was analyzed are too numerous to

present individually within this report. A typical run is shown in Figure 44,

which was recorded on a strip chart at a slower speed. Both polarizations are

shown for both radiometers. The areas between spills are evident in most cases

in the X-Band recordings but are more difficult to see in the Ka-Band record-

ings. Careful integration with the eye shows an overall change from one spill

to another. The effects of oil patches and aircraft motion are noted in the 30

GHz values as the beam fill changes. Aircraft motion was very difficult for the

operators to detect and would not have been noted except for sun angle monitoring.

The increased temperature as the ship is approached is quite evident from

Figure 45, and in the shorter integration recordings the noise is evident at

least two spills behind the ship.

One spill was conducted in which no oil was dumped. The recordings for

this run are shown in Figure 46. The spills prior to this test were extremely

light and not visually acquired, thus it was difficult to align the aircraft

to determine the presence or lack of oil in the beam. From the run and the

return run, it can be noted that a lack of signal exists.

A second anomoly was noted in the microwave data which at this time is

unexplained. Test 41 and part of Test 42 was extremely noisy, similar to that
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experienced when flying over the ship. This signal did not exist on the initial

run shortly after it was spilled; however, on the next overflight and the return

it was very evident. The ship's course changed after this and the spill in

question was not overflown again. The anomoly was also noted on a non-experiment

IR radiometer which was aboard the aircraft. To both the microwave and IR

radiometers the signal was 8 - 100 warmer with 100 noise spikes.

Analysis of the V-H signals did not add any significant information to the

data received. Theoretically, a difference should be noted because of sea state

changes. As noted, 460 was not sufficient to remove sea state contributions 'o

the vertically polarized signals, and may account for the lack of information

in V-11. A large difference was noted in V-H for tests 41 and 42 where a great

amount of noise was experienced. No reason is known at this time for the cause

of the noise or the polarization difference.

Oil Type Detection

The ability of the microwave radiometers to discriminate among oil types in

the quantities spilled for these tests is quite questionable. The rates of spill

considered herein largely affected sea state only, thus the signalswere primarily

sea state readings. To detect oil type would require thicknesses whereby die-

Iectric constants and absorption losses became significant (> ). Inferences

might be made from microwave data if runs were made from other angles such that

opread rates and oil break up are noted. In general, such conclusions for oil

type would be difficult and unreliable based upon tests to date.

Microwave Data Conclusion

The nature in which the microwave tests were conducted make it difficult

to finalize any conclusions without further experiments. However, the
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conclusion can be made that microwave appears to be a satisfactory sensor in the

detection of oil on the water's surface, even when the oil is not visible for

reasons of oil quantity or weather. In any case, it is desirable that passes

be nade from a direction in which no oil is present to obtain a reference if

quantity is to be determined. Higher spill rates could create some ambiguities

in tihaL oscillatory signals may exist with large changes in oil thickness.*

The signals received by the 30GHz radiometer may indeed by a result of this

fact as many of the larger signal changes cannot be explained by aircraft motion

alone.

Detection or recognition of oil type with microwave radiometers does not

seem feasible from the tests run; instead, a multi-sensor package including

microwave radiometers shows the most promise.

It appears that for all weather conditions, microwave radiometers are

desirable so as to not depend upon the visual or ultraviolet portions of the

spectrum alone. Anomolies, such as those of Test 41, may provide significant

information other than spill rate.

*Aukland, J. C., Conway, W. H., and Sanders, N. K., "Detection of Oil Slick Pol-
lution on Water Surfaces with Microwave Radiometer Systems," Proceedings of the
Sixth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of the Environment, University
of Michigan, 1969.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis ot' the multisensor data presented in this report shows that each

sensor has specific advantages for particular conditions of time of day, sea

sil'ace roughness, weather, and type of pollutant. In general, all sensors

were capable of detecting oil slicks at spill rates of 0.5 GPM and greater.

Tht, express purpose of the program was to optimize photographic data, and,

therefore, other sensor data such as that produced by the microwave radiometers

1111d int'rared scanner were compromised.

The imagery produced from the 4-lens camera operating in the short wave-

[ength visible and ultraviolet regions shows the best detection capability of

the photographic sensors. Detection of thin films of oil is inversely propor-

tional to the wavelengths of investigation. That is, the shorter the wave-

I.:nirth, the better the contrast between oil and water. The 0.36 to O.401 band

produces the best contrast of all filters used. The effects of sun angle

(flitter) degrades the detection capabilities of the longer wavelength bands.

The ability to discriminate oil types with the black and white multispectral

photography does not appear feasible. However, the determination of spill

rates and the oil's viscosity can be inferred by the slick's characteristics.

The. estimation of spill rates from dispersion characteristics is dependent on

the wind anu sea surface conditions.

Visual color and infrared color photography appear to be equally capable

of detecting oil on the surface of the water under the weather conditions ex-

perienced during performance of this program. Detection of oil slicks formed

at spill rates of 0.05 GPM was possible immediately after spillage, however,

the small flow rate dispersed rapidly and was not discernable for extended

periods of time. Color photographs in the visible portion of the spectrum
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were superior to the infrared in inferring flow rates by sensing a wider range

of colors in the thicker slicks.

Infrared scanner imagery in both the 4-5.5 and 8-14i bands shows gcod

detection capabilities for the oil slicks investigated. Operating in the 8-

141 band the scanner produced imagery which clearly shows the presence of a

No. 2 fuel oil slick. The detection of the low flow rate No. 2 fuel oil slick

by the infrared scanner indicates the high sensitivity of the infrared region

to oil on the water surface. The No. 2 fuel was the most difficult oil type

to detect with other sensors on board the aircraft. Imagery produced using a

4-5.5 detector was of comparable quality to the 8 - 1&t data. tkA!'-rer, an

anomaly in the response for heavy crude oil and No. 6 fuel oil was observed.

The heavy crude oil slick formed at a 0.5 GPM flow rate appeared radiometrically

warmer than the surrouding water, whereas the No. 6 fuel oil slick (flow rate

3.67 GPM) was radiometrically cooler than the water. The relationship between

the infrared radiometric response in the 4-5.5p region and the oil types, flow

rates, etc., is not understood at the present. To ascertain the mechanism of

radiometric temperature difference between heavy crude oil and No. 6 fuel oil

in the 4-5.5 region further experimentation is necessary.

Even though the experimental program was designed to optimize photographic

sensors, the dual frequency microwave system detected oil slicks that were not

discernable with camera systems operating in the visible portions of the spec-

trum. Data derived from this program indicate that further experimentation

will be necessary to quantify the capabilities of microwave radiometry to dis-

criminate oil types and to provide estimation of oil thickness. To fully

ascertain the capabilities of microwave radiometry in detection of oil on the
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:t., surt'ace, experiments should be conducted during inclement weather and t

iight.

The dispersion characteristics of several oil types and various spill

rates were investigated. It can be concluded from this investigation that

the spreading and breakup of oil is dependent upon the wind and sea conditions.

The break up of the more viscous oils (heavy crude and No. 6 fuel oil) is due

to separation of the oil into discrete patches which spread over a wide area.

In most instances the oils quickly spread to a width of approximately 300 feet

and they gradually increase in width to 500 feet. Increases in widths of

greater than 500 feet are generally accompanied by the breakup of the oil into

small patches or streaks in the troughs of the swells. Streaking by wind

action appears to be the predominant mechanism for rapid dispersion of oil

sticks and variations in oil thickness within the slick.

Analysis and interpretation of the multisensor data derived from these

tests has provided answers to many questions on the detection capabilities of

the sensors used. In providing answers to some questions the results also

stimulated many queries into the effects such variables as higher sea state

conditions and inclement weather have upon oil pollution detection. To fully

evaluate the detection capabilities, further experiments should be conducted

to eliminate or fix the effects of as many parameters as possible.
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TABLE 5 - FIGURE NUMBER INJEX

Snip Flow Multispectral Color & IR IR
St.,_ Rate Figure Numbers Figure Numbers Scanner

#2 Fuel

13 kts 0.05 GPM 5
0.1 4
0.2 3
0.5 2
1.0 1

14 kts 0.1 26 9
0.2 8
0.5 7
1.0

17 kts 0.1 13

18 kts 3.2 40 120.5 11
1.0 10

9230

10 kts 0.1 23
0.2 24
0.5 25
1.0 26

14 kts 0.05 21
3.1 20
0.2 19
0.5 18
1.0 17

17 kits 0.1 22
0.2 16
0.5 5A 26 15
1.0 8A 26,30 14

Light Crude

10 kts .02 37
.05 2B 36

0.1 35
.2 34
.5 6A 33
.67 32

1.0 9A 31
2.0 38
2.69 11B 39
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Ship Flp, Itltispectral Color & IR IR
Roete Fii7ure tumbers Fimare Numbers Scanner

Light Crud)

14 kts 0.05 GPM 48
0.1 4A 47
0.2 46
0.5 6B 45
0.94 4.4
1.0 9B 43
1.88 42
2.00 41
3.77 12A 40

17 kts 0.1 49
0.2 7A 50
0.5 28,33,34 51
1.0 10A 28,34 52
1.14 53
2.0 54
2.2? 55
4.57 28,935 56

Ht.avy Crade

1'7 kts 0.1 63
0.2 62
0.5 61
1.6 60
1.14 59
2.0 58
2.29 57

14 kts 0.05 3A 29 64
0.1 4B 29 65
0.2 66
0.5 7B 29,36 67
0.94 lOB 29,36,37 68
1 .88 69
2.0 70

1) kts 2.64 38 71
2.0 72
1.35 73
1.0 74
0.67 75
o.5 76
0.2 77
0.1 78
0.05 79
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Ship Flow nMltisp~etral Color & IR IR.ed. - Rate Fi-ure Numbers Flure Humbers _Scanner j

#6 Fuel

10 kbs 0.05 GPM 
800.15 
810.52 
821.16 
832.46 
84

14 kts 0.05 2A 27 85
0.15 3B 27,31 86
0.52 5B 27,31,32 871.16 8B 27,32 88
1.83 

893.67 11A 28,33 41B 90
18 kts 0M05 

91
0.15 97
0 .52 

93

17 kts 1.16
2.46 94

95
3.95 39 9

Gas & Oil 
97

Feavy Crude
14 kts 0.5 13A 30,37,38 41A 9217 kts 0.5 99

Gas & 11ii

14 kts 0.1 
100

2/1 Gas & Ol 0,,1 
101

4/1 Gas & Oil 0.1 
102

Ga-s 0.1 
103
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V "' &&~ 2'.Number 6 Fuel Oil
Spill Number 85
Flow Rate 0.05 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts

'i Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 36
Flow Rate 0.05 GPM
Ship Speed 10 kts
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Figure 3A
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Nunmber 64
Plow Rate 0.05 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts

Figure 3
I k Number 6 Fuel Oil

Spill Number 86
Flow Rate 0.1 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts

'V ~ A x~



Figure 4A
Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 47
Flow Rate 0.1 GPM
Ship Speed '14 kts

At

Figure 4B

Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Number 65

Flow Rate 0,1 GPM~' Ship Speed 14 kts



Figure 5A
9250 Lub Oil
Spill Nurber 15

* Flow Rate 0.5 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts

S Figue5
N'umber 6 Fuel oil
Spill Number 87
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts



r4

r " ...- .,4 - " . _ • Figure 6A

Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 33
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM

- -. Ship Speed

Figure 6B
Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 45
Flow Rate 0.5 GFM
Ship Speed 14 kts



Flow R~ate 0.5 3UPV4

Figure 7B
Heavy Crude Oil

Spill Number 67
Flaw Rate 0.5 GFM
Ship Speed i~kts



Figure 8A
9250 Lub Oil1
Spill Nwnber 14
Flow Rate 1 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts

jv-j

AA

~ "~Figure 3B

* Number 6 Fuel Oil
Spill Number 89
Flow Rate 1 P
Ship Speed 11. kts



ZA 'ir

Liht Crude Oil
S NU 'unber 31

- - Fl)w Rate 1 GPFM
ShVp Speed 10 kts

Figure 9 B
Light Crude ui
S p ill Numib or 41.3
Flcw Rate 1 'FPM
Ship~ Speed ikts



Figure 10A
Light Crude Oil
Spill Nuber 52
Flow Rate 1 GPM
Ship Speed 17 kts

-4W

Figure 1OB
Heavy Crude Oil

ke- Spill Number 68
Flow Rate 1 GPM

-1 Ship Speed 14 kts



Figirc M1f.

Spill Ni.r;'er YQ,
Flow Rate 60 lMter/rri

Ship Speed 14 kt!

Figuire 11B
Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 39

ho rate -- Iiters.rai
Sh:ir Speed 1U kts



Figure 12A
Light Crude Oil

-VVM Spill Number 40
Flow Hafte 6Ac. er/m
Ship Speed 14 kts

Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 56
Flow Rate 60 liters/mi
Ship Speed 17 kto

-7,



Figuro -'A
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill NzIor 98
Flow Rate ( l biers/imi
Ship Speed 14 kts

-Fi gur e 17B

. ight Crude Oi)
Sp)i1 Number 33
Flow" Rate C.5 CFM,
Ship Speed 10 kts

- ,; '.'. .'4



Figure 14A
Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 3-2
Flow Rate 0.5 GI;M
Ship Speed 10 kts

Figure 14B

Light Crude 0i1
Spill Number 33
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM
Ship Speed 10 kts



Light Cr§O il
Spill Nurter 33

ViewRete0.5 G;',.2

h P Secd 10 kt:z

Fitc I
FayCrudOi

rhil 'zter
Flow ! late Q0i1,

ShpSp.eed 14 kts
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* Figi-te 16A
* Heavy Crude Oil

Spill Nuirber 61)
Flow Rate 0.1 GPMI
Ship Speed 14 kts

VI

Fifg-ure 16B
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Niumber 67
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts



h. VV C[ u I 01

Flo~w !,nt Ui!.

Figure 17b3
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Nwnber 67~
Flow Rate 0J." 3i.1.
Ship Speed 14 ktL;



Fi gure 18A
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Number 67
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM
Ship Speed 14 kts

Figure 18B
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Number 67
Flow Rate 0.5 GPI,
Ship Speed 14 kts



Xs

Fig-ure 1JA
Heavy Crude Oil

SpiL umer7
Flow Rate 2.64 GPM
Ship Speed 10 kts

Figure 19E
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Number 71
Flow Rate 2.64 3P'
Ship Speed 10 kts



Figure 20A
Heavy Crude Oil
Spill Nlumber '71
Flow Rate 2.64 GPM
Ship Speed 10 kts,

4 - Figure 20B
Number 6 Fuel Oil
Spill Numb r 96
Flocw Rate 3.95 GPM
Ship Speed 17 kts



Fif'ire 21A
Number 6 Fuel Oil
Spill Number 9 -
Flow Rate 3.95 GPM
Ship Speed 17 kts

~FIgIEK 21i

~- Number 6 Fuel 0il

Spill Number ' 96
Flow Rgte 3.c GHEM
Ship Speed 17 kts



Figure 22B
Lightr6uel Oil
Spill Number 96
Flow Rate 3.957 GPM
Ship Speed 17 kts



- Figlirc 23A
Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 56
Flow Rate 4.517 GF14
Ship Speed 17 kts

Figure 23E
- - Light Crude Oil

Spill Number 5
Flow Rate 4.57 -Ft/

Ship Speed 17 kts



" Figure 24A

Light Crude Oil
qpi Number 53

Flow Rate 1.14 GPM
Ship Speed 17 kts

Figure 24B

Light Crude Oil
Spill Number 53
Flow Rate 1.14 GPM
Ship Speed 17 kts



Light Crude Oil

Spill Nu.mber 53
FJnw Rxte 1.14 GPM
Ship Speed 17/ kts
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IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

Oiliype #2 Fuel ShipSpeed 14 knots
FIowRate 0.1 GPM TestNo. 9

Time 1150 Photo No. 63

Oil Type 9250 ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.1 CPM Test No. 20

Time 09i3 PhotoNo. 160

Oil Type 9250 ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 15

Time 1345 PhotoNo. 106

Oil Type 9250 ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 1.0 GPM Test No. 14

Time 1357 PhotoNo. 110
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tR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

iI

Oil Type #6 Fuel ShipSpe.d 14, knots

Flow Rate 0.05 GPI, Test No. 85
Time 0943 Photo No. 1245III

Oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0,1 GPM Test No. 86

Time 0944 Photo No. 1250

Oil Type #6 Fuel ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GEM Test No. 87

Time 0945 PhotoNo. 125 4

Oil Type #6 Fuel ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1.0 GPN Test No. 83

Time 1000 Photo No 1271

I



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

Oil Type #tl Fue, Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 3.67 GFM Test No. 90

Time 1018 Photo No. 1290

Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 51

Time 0855 Photo No 659

Oil Type Light Crude Ship Speed 17 knots
Flow Rdet 1 .0 fl.l Tet No. 5,'

Time 0915 PhotoNo. 6 7

Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 4.57 GP. Test No. 56

Time 093? Photo No. 717



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR I
OilType Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 1L knots

Flow Rate 0.05 GPM Test No. 64
-ime 1134 Photo No, 823

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpecd 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.1 GPM Test No. 65

Time 1159 PhotoNo, 837

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 14 krots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 67

Time 1222 PhotoNo. 863

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1.0 GPM Test No. 68

Time 1224 Photo No. 865



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

2.N

Oil Type Eeavy Crude ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 3.5 GPM Test No. 98

Time 1241 Photo No. 1450

Oil Type 9250 Ship Speed 17 kno~ts
Flow Rate 1 .0 GPY Test No. 14

Time 1331 Photo No. 95

Oil Type 9250 ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 1,0 GFM Test No. 14

Time 1343 Photo~i. 99

Oil Type 9250 ShiiiSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 1 .0 GPM Test No. 14

Time 1357 PhotoNo 110



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

OilType #6 Fuel ShipSpeed 14 knots
FlowRate 0.1 GPM Test No. 86

Time 0944 Photo No. 1250

Oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.1 GPM Test No. 86

Time 0958 Photo No. 1262

Oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GFM Test No. 87

Time 0945 Photo No. 1254

Oil Type #6 Fuel ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 87

Time 0959 Photo No. 1266



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

Oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No 87

Time 1015 Photo No. 1277

oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1 .0 GPM Test No. 88

Time 1000 Phioto No, 1271

Oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1 .0 GPM Test No. 88

Time 1016 Photo No. 1281

Oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1 .0 GPM Test No. 88

Time 1054 Photo No. 1346



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

Oil Typo #b Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 3.67 GPM Test No. 90

Time 1018 Photo No. 1290

Oil Type #6 Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 3.67 G~PM Test No. 90

Time 1033 Photo No. 1.334

Oil Type #b Fuel Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 3.67 GPM Test No. 9o

Timre 1055 Photo No. 1359

0il Type Light Crude Ship Speed 17 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 51

Time 0855 Photo No. 659



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
FlowRate 0.5 GPM TestNQ 51

Time 0955 Photo NQ 726

Oil Type Light Crude Ship Speed 17 knots
Flow Rate 1.0 GPM Test No. 52

Time 0915 Photo No. 687

Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate '.0 GPM Test No. 52

Time 0935 Photo No. 701

Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rat- ' ) GPM Test No. 52

Time -)?5, Photo No. 731



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

-E
Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots

Flow Rate 4.57 GPM Test No. 56
Time 0939 Photo No. 717

Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
FlowRate 4.57 GPM Test No. 56

Time 1002 Photo No. 745

Oil Type Light Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 4.57 GPM Test No. 56

Time 1040 Photo No. 789

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 67

Time 1222 PhotoNo, 863



IR COLUJR VISUAL COLOR

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flaw Rate (),5 GPM Test No. 67

Time 1241 Photo No, 881

Oil Type Heavy Urude Ship Speed 14 knots
r(,v Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 67

Timne 1304 Phioto NcL 914

Oil Type Heavy CrudG Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 0.5 GPM Test No. 67

Time 1332 PhotoNo. 954

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSoeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1.0 GPM Test No. 68

Time 1224 ~ Photo No, 865



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

01ilType Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1.0 GPM Test No 68

Time 1241 Photo No. 888

Oil Type Heav- Crude Ship Speed 14 knots
Flow Rate 1 .Q GPM Test No. 68

Time 1 305 Photo No. 921

Oil Type Heavy Crude Ship Speed 14 knots

Flow Rate 1 .0 GPM Test No. 68

Time 1 333 PhotoNo. 959

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 14 knots
IFlow Rai 3.5 GPM Test NoL 98

i Iime 1241 Photo No. 1450



I 71

IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

I

OilType Heavy Crude ShipSpsed 14 knots
Flow Rate 3.5 GPM TestNo 98

Time 1 329 Photo No. 1501r I rI

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 10 knots
Flow Rate 2.64 GPM Test No. 71

Time 1308 Photo No, 935

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 10 knots
Flow Rate 2.64 GPM Tost No. 71

Time 1337 hotoNo. 974

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 10 knotI
Flow Rate 2.64 GPM Test No. 71

Time 1356 Photo No. 996 .- Il



IR COLOR VISUAL COLOR

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 3.95 GPM Test No, 96

Time 1205 Photo No, 1391

At~ !IP!IP
Oil Type Heavy Crude Ship Speed 17 knots

Flow Raft 3.95 GPM Test No. 96
Time 1219 Photo No, 1410

Oil Type Heavy Crude Ship Speed 17 knots
Flow Rate 3.95 GPM Test No. 96

Time 1237 PhotoNo. 1431

r

Oil Type Heavy Crude ShipSpeed 17 knots
Flow Rate 3.95 GFM Test No. 96

Time 1260 PhotoNo, 1467



-w- Spill Vessol

Wake

S Obse.rver Boat

Oil Slick

Figure 40
-1 Imagery

Numzrber 2 Fut-l C l
Spill Nu-mber 12
Flo~w Rate 0.2 GFM
Sh:Lp i4- ed 18 kts
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Figure .1Fig-ire 42
* -5>Imagery 4.-.- Inqr--nrI Heavy Crude *-LNumbUrC el i* Spill Number ysSpill '~

*Flow Rate --. CPM, Flow Rate 3 ly,
Ship Speed 14. kts Ship Speed 14 kts

Figures 41 &412 /.-S.k 5IrTagery
of Heavy Crude Oil and Numf'ber 6 Fuel 0-4l.
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10 GHz
V-H

10 GHz1
Vert. Polarization jf'I4

10 0Hz
Horiz. Polarization

30 GHz
V-H

30 GHz,
Vert. Polarization -i-

'H Az
Horiz. Polarization

Test 52 53 54 55 56 1 57 58 59 60 61 62

Light Crude -K 1 m Heavy Crude

Figure 4+4 Typical Microwave Radiometric Response for Light
and Heavy Crude Oil (IntegretiLon Time I second)
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APPENDIX A

MICROWAVE D)ATA



Mirowawv Data

RUN SPILL V-H SPLL CMET
'P H 0  V 0  Ho _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

29 31 +2,+51+3 +7 +71

310 31 -- +3 +5 _ _ __

32----------------3

31 31 +2 +2 +3 +3 ±10 -12H

___32 +4 +3 +4 +3 7 -11H___
Interference makes X band data

____33 +2 +3 ? ? questionable __

32 31 --- +2 +2 +2 _ _____

32-------------+1 +1

33 ? ? ? ?

34 7 ?



Microwave Dta

RUN SPILL 30 0Hz 10 GHz V-H WILL coIwim.
V o N0  7 H __ _ _ _ __"_ _ _ __2 _

3_ 3( +- +3 +5 +4

40 -7 -3 +5 +7

41 - --'4 -16 -16

42 +7 +4 +8 +4

40 42 +4 +4 +4 +3

43 +4 +5 +7 +3

44 +2 +3

41 41 +2 +3 +2 +1

42..

43 +4 +6 +5 ....

44 +4 +3 +7 +4

45 -"- +4 +6 +6

42 42 +5 '+5 +7 +3

-~ 43 +3 {1+7 ? ? __Very' S.iort Runl

44 +4 +7 +4 +7

4- +3 ,+4 +4 +9

46 +5 +4 +5 +5 I
4 3 ... ... ... ... ...---

44 48 +6 +5 +4 +4 _

A-2



Microwave Data
"'Tr

RUN SPILL 30 z 0GHz V-H SPILL
30GzLENGTH CMF T

V0 I HO V H 
Pp

47 52-+ +5 +6 +5 -2 16K

53 +1,±3 +9 +5 +6 -1 10K

54 +6 +10 +7 16K

55 +6 '+6 +7 +5

56 -- - ---. . ..

57

48 51 _--- +7 +3_ +6
i 10,+1

52 +7,±2'+6,±2 +5,+1 +5,±1 30,+5 12K

53 _ _IO,+-__

54 +5 +7,+ +4,+11-+3,+l 30,+4 8K

55 3,+1 +7,+-i +5,+l +4,+_ ?_
10,-I

56 9,.+2 -+6,+2 +6,+2 +5+,-t- 30,+2 9K
10,+3

57 6,+3 +7,+3 +10,+; +9 30P+5 6K

58---- ------ Data problems

59 10 6 6

60 _ __

49 57 9,+2 f12,+51 +9,+2 +5

58 11,+2 +7,p-2 +Q,+; +12,+_ 10K

10,+1
59 7,±3 .11,+2 +9,t2 +9,±1, 30,+4 10K

I0.+1

60 +7 +1 +9,+l +9,t2 +6,+1 30,±4 8K .. __

10,-i

61 +7,+2 +9.±1 +8,t2 +5,+! 30,+2 6K
10.+1

62 7 +9,±2 +7._+2 +6,+1! 30,+3 10K

A-3



Microwave Data
• ~~~iILL CMET

RUN SPILL 300Ha 10 OHs V-H 3PTLL Co "TS
Ve H Vc H O

50 63 +6 +6 +8 +8 7

51 63

64

1 Or+.2
52 65 -15 +6 '+13 +9 30 _

66 +10 +9 +9 +9

5 4 65 +3 +3 +7 +6

66 +7 +5 +6 +6

67 +5 +8 +2 +5

55 65 +7 1+4 +7 +3

66 +7 j+" +5 +5

67 +10 +10 +6 +12

68 +10 +10 +8 +10

56 64 +6 +6 +3 +1

65 t-6 +6 +3 +1

66 +6 16 +5 +2

67 Tanker $pill

68 +3 +6 +2 +2

69 +4 +6 +5 +3

73 +6 +6 +5 +2
t

71 +4 +4 +2

A-4



Microwave Data
6T

RUN SPILL 30 10 GHz V-H SPILL COMMENTS
29 H* VO NoLENGTH
V MH Vo  H'

7 71 +3 +7 .4 +6 -+2 12K

72 +4 +7 +3 +1 2K 30V - Hot Areas (Thick Oil to -i 20)

60 75 +2 +4 +3 +5

61 75 +5 +6 +5 +6 30-+5
10-+2

30+3
76 +56 7 10+1 12K

62 75 +8 +8 +8 4 0--2

30 +6
76 +4 +6 +5 +6 0 +2

-6
77 +3 -4 +9 +6

65 11 30-+3
5 8.. +6 4+7 ±4. -+1 10-1 14K

30-5
82 +6 1+6 +7 +6

66 81 +7 +3 +4 +4

32 +4 +4 +2 +4 .. ... ..

67 85 +6 +3 +1 +2 1

68 85 +8 +4 +8 +4 .. ... ..

86 +5 +6 +3 +2

69 87 +6 +11 --- +4

88 +3 +2 +4 +6

___ 87 +6 +4 +5 +5 .. .

88 +4 +5 +5 +5

A-5



Microwave Data
AT SPILL CMET

RUN SPILL 30 0Hz 10 GHz V-H LEN COMMENTS

71 89 +5 +4 +2 +2

90 +4 +4 +4 +5

72 89 *7 +6 +8 +7

90 +3 +4 +-6 +3 _____ ____

91 +5 +5 +5 +5

92 +6 +8 +5 -

73 7 - -- __ __..... ... .. ... _ _ . -- ~ - -

74 94 +3 1+2 +4 +1

75 94 - +5 -- +6

95 +3 +4 +4 +7

96 3 '+3 +5 +5

"A--

A--



APPENDIX B

VISIBLE COLOR &N~D INFRkRED COLOR

PHOTOGRAPH DlATA



PhcAO DM TYPE

RUN SPILL TYPIE WTH L COLOR IL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

1 0Fuel 0 1501 Black Parallel black trili

11 10 #2Fuel 100' 5100' Black Black trail

12 10 #2Fuel 50' 8200' Black-IR IR-Thin black trail XS-unreacable

11 #2Fuel 120' 7400' Black Black Trail

13 12 #2Fuel 150' 4000' Black Wide black trail

14 13 #2Fuel 50' 7100' Black Black Trail

1 14 2 512) 150' 3CO' Black Black Trail

1- 14 9250 200' .3700: Black Wide Black Trail

15 9250 150' 7000' Black Black Trail

17 14 9250 300' 8600' Black Wide Black Trail

Tanker Black trails, large Length & Wi.>:
___S Dup._ Black pools,parallel trails undetermin.;:

B--



Reei #4

RUN Sl9LL TYPIE W I COLOR PNrUCAL DEJTN CNMMENTI

44R 5C, Lt Crd 5' _ Black Black Trail Length unaetormino4

Light Length & width unuct-i- ir
1 Cruiu Hazy White Spiral Formation IR-Unreadable

Light
4'3 Crude 200' 1 3,300' Hazy white Wide spiral formatio _

Light zy white
4C 51 Crude ,0' -red tint Spiral Formation ength unreadable

Light hazy white

52 Crude 350' 930n '  -red tint Wide spiral formatio

Light hazy white
3 Crude 200' 9100' MS-red tint Spiral formation

Light hazy white
.,4 Crude 1 50 8700' e MS-red tint Tight spiral formati n

Light
47 51 Crude 100' 4300' Hazy white Loose spiral formati n

Light "

52 Crude 400' 9900' Hazy white wide cloudy trail

.Light MS-red tint
53 Crude 1 50' 8900' Hazy white Spiral Formation

Light Hazy white

54 Crude .300' 10,200' MS-red tinl Wide siral formati n

Light Hazy white
d55__ rue 3Q0 IO.I00'] MS-red tint Wide spiral formati n

Light Hazy white

56 Crude 250' 1 1,001 MS-red tint Tight spiral formaticn ..
Heavy

57 Crude 100' 2000' Hazy white Spiral formation

Light Length & Wiath
43_ 51 _Crude Hazy white Cloudy patches undetermined

Light

%2 Cr-ude 10' nazy white Spiral formation length unrea-iabl-

Light

3 . O0' ____ Hazy white Cloudy Patches lenth unreadable
Light Hazy white

54 Crde 200. 9300' MS-red tint Cloudy patches
Light Hazy white

55 Crmjd: 300' 10,2CO MS-red tint Cloudy patches

ight
5 uru 400' 10,300 MS-red tinl Spiral Formation

Heavy Hazy white

57 Crude 250' 8 00' / -red tint Tight Spiral formati n
Heavy :nmilky whitE Wide, tight spiral
Crud 3001 9 600' MS-red tint formation

PHeavy Hzy white
-} Cr.d. i :c20f S-red tint Tight Spiral Formati n

LHe vy hazy white
'. '., 10. S-red tint JSPpl Formation

B-2



Photo Do&a TYPE IR ms-- Da - -.... :-

RUN SPILL TYPI W LOWr COLOR P, M.AL DESCRIPTO COMMENTS

Light
49 52 Crude 50' Hazy white Cloudy Patches LeIngtr Unrc ,. ,.

ight-
53 "rude 150' Hazy white Cloudy patches Length Unrre! ;a: 1i

Light Length & wI'.
54 Crude Hazy white Wide cloudy patches unreadable

Ligut Wide, spiral,cloudy

55 de _300' 10.500' Hazy white formation - _
Light Hazy white

56 Crude 500' 10,400 MS-red tint Wide spiral formatioa__ __

Heavy Hazy white
57 Crude 500' 8000' MS-red tint wide spiral formatio

Heavy Hazy white
58 Crude 400' 8900' MS-red tint Wide spiral formatio

Heavy
59 Crude 350 7700' Hazy white Wide spiral formation

Heavy Hazy white
60 Crude 450' 10,100' MS-red tint Wide spiral formaticn

Heavy
61 Crude 300' 9500' Hazy white Wide spiral formation.

Heavy Length & wi':
62 Crude [Hazy white Cloudy traces unreadable z

Heavy -2 __ __ __ Crd 25 ____ Hazy white hin white trail ength unreai,,l

il.



Photo Data TYPE .

RUN SPILL TYPE W L H COLOR L DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

- lHeavy
i2 _ Crude 25' 29 00' Hazy white Straight Line patte._

Heavy straight line patte
_ .. CYd 92 9200 Hazy hite spill end in a .. l formation

Heavy
53 (,. Crude 200' 9500' Hazy white wide spiral fformti n

Heavy
54 65 Crude 400' 9500' Hazy white Broken line pattern

Heavy extremely
66 . QQrudQe 4'O_ 1 0 hazy white Light spiral _formation __

Heavy _

67_ Crude 25_ 0 10.200 Milky whit( tight spiral do t
Heavy

t,8 Crude 150' 7900 1 milky whi tight spiral forma ion

Heavy
. 6 Crude 100k 5600' white Cloudy patches

Heavy
66 Crude 500' 12,000 hazy white Wide spiral formati n

Heavyu7 Crude 400' 10,500 hazy white Wide hazy formation

Q8 u 300' 10,600, milky whit wide spiral formati n

Heavy milky whit
69 Crude 300' 10,600, MS-red tinl tight spiral formation

Heavy milky white
70 Crude 150' 9000' MS-red tin, Tight spiral format on

Heavy Two distinguished
56 65 Crude 600' 12,000 Blackish parallel lines

7 40Blackish white haze patches Blackish-IR

66 C e 400 11 ,000 white haze Black patches MS-vhite ha.,e pate" !:

Heavy -

67 Crude 400' 9400' white haze wide spiral formati n
-- -'ReavyF63 Crude 400' 11,9001 white haze wide cloudy patches

Heavy white haze

69 Crude 400' 12,300 MS-red tint wide spiral formati n

Heavy white haze

70 Crude 400' 12,300 MS-red tint wide spiral formati n

Heavy white haze wide, tight spiral
71 Crude 300 1170 MS-red t;n, formation

Heavy white hnze

72 Crude 200' 4400' MS-red tint spiral formation

Heavy
57 66 Crude 500' 5600' Blackish Parallel lines Does not shiow in

heavy -'-~ IR-black hazy wile format-n Black-IR

67 Crude 500' 12,000 MS-white ha e black patches White haze-MS
Wack -color-IR67 Heavy 400' 13,0±00milky whit wide hazy patches White hize-YaS

/3est Avaable Copy B-4



Re- #5
Photo Data TYPE _.L'S

RUN SPILL TYPE WIOTH ENTH COLOR L DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

- - Heavy
57 69 Crude 400' 10,800' white haze wide spiral formaticn -

Heavy MS-red tint
70 Crude 450' 12,000 white- haze wie soiral formtiia.Q

Heavy white haze
71 Crude 400' 11,400, MS-red tint wide spiral formaticn

Heavy white haze
_ 72 Crude 250' 13,300' MS-red tint spiral formation

Heavy white haze
73 Crude 250' 12,700' MS-red tint spiral formation _

Heavy white haze

74 Crude 150' 10,000' MS-red tint spiral formation

Heavy white haze
58 71 Crude 500' 9800' MS-red tint wide spiral format on J

Heavy white haze
72 Crude 200' 13,100' MS-red tint spiral formation -

Heavy white haze
73 Crude 300' 12,900' MS-red tint spiral formation ,_

Heavy white haze
74 Crude 150' 12,400' MS-red tint spiral formation _

B-



Photo Data

RUN SPILL TYPE WIOTILJ TH COLOR IL DESCRIPTION COMMIEftS

Henvy Milky white
Y) 7') Crude 10' 50UO' MS-red tint spiral formation Pic.#1100 not .- p,,p.-

Heavy milky white
(__ 7') Crude 1501 0-300f MS-red tint spiral formation .... __

eavy milky white
76 .Crude 10_ 1.2.400 MS-red tint siral formaton.. .-

Heavy milky white
()1 75 Crude 150 1 7700' MS-red tint spiral formation

ifeavy Milky white -

76 Crude 1501 12,800 MS-red tint spiral formation
Heavy

'77 Crude 150' 11,400 milky white spiral formation_ _

Heavy hazy white -

(2 77 Crude 150' 0200' MS-red tint spiral formation -

Heavy hazy white
7- Crude 100' 12,400 MS-red tint spiral formation

Pict irs 11-V thrc tgh 1163 unreadable

64 81 #6 100' 14,300 hazy white spiral formationi . ........ . . .. .' 'unre a b le pie Lare

(5 81 #6 hazy white spiral formation 1206-1207

MS-hazy whi e MS-spiral formatio:
. 82 #6 100' 12.200 IR-blackish IR-blackish trail

. 83 #6 100' 5700' hazy white spiral formation IR-unreadable
Pic. 1240-42

67 86 #6 unreadable

Pic. 1245-46
6 85 #6 unreadable

86 #6 100' 11,400 Blackish Blackish trail MS-unreadable

MS-hazy while MS-spiral Length & widtU unrea-
87 #6 IR-blackish IR-trail able due to cloud -oi e

Pic. 1259-62
69 86 #6 unreadable

MS-unreadable, 1:ngt:,,
87 #( IR-blackish Blackish trail & width unrendable

Pic. 1270-74 unread' 41
F3 #6 due to cloud_&v:r

Pic. 174-76 =nrea3-1
' 9 #6 able due to cloud c v

70 . 87 #6 ..... IR-blackish blackish trail MS-unreadable

Pic. 1280-84 unread-
-_ 9 8 6 ...... able due to ,:loaud epo 3

BBb6
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RE: :1 1
PhwotODtae TYVP E J.L A.2

RUN SPILL TYPE WIT ETH COLOR Wt L DESCRIPTIO COMMENTS

70 89 #6 __ __ IR-blis .ckis,'n2 trail.. wi...dth 1tln.a-Rhi.r.

Kunreadable, lengv4~
- - 90 V6 ____ -blackish Blackish trail & width unreaciab,

B-



APPENDIX C

VISIMlE COI.OU AND INFRARED COLOR

PHOTOGRAPHY SPREAD RATES



Photo Data TYPE LR,'.

RIUN fSPILL TYPE WIDTH LENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION W,'MMIENrs

10 Fuel 50' 150' Black par. lel, black trailt

11 10 Fal 100' 5lO'Blc Bl Black trail
IR

10 F8e 0 ,2001 Black-IR Thin black tral MS-unreadabte

#2I

13 12 Fuel 150' 4,000' Black wide b"'ack trail

#2 -
14 13 Fuel 501 7,100' Black Black trail

15 14 9250 150' 8,8001 Black Black traiL .- .-

16 14 9250 200' 8,7001 Black Wide black trail

17 14 9250 3,100' ,06001 Black Wide black trail

16 15 9250 150' 7.000' Black Black trail

Tanker Black trails, large -length & wid'h
13 S Dump Black pools, parallel trai s unde'ter.-'incrl

44R 50 Crude 50' Black Black trail Leng'.h ..uride; er.eu1

Light -~IR-unreadab'i le, e-,:,,-11,1
Light rud Hokzy white Spiral 'ormation & widIlh urde..er:.:-e

4 51 Light Hazy white
46 5- Cruade 50' NS-red tint spiral. formation )e igth ur~d

Light 
orat47 51_,Crude 100' 4,300' Hazy white loose spiral rntn

BetAvailbl Copy



Photo Data TYPE

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH LENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPI ION COMMENTs

l 'f[ht. Length & widt h

I rly I fzy white Cloudy _patnhes ureadable.

-ighl - Hazy white
' " ~Crude 350' Ib, 00' MS-red tint Wide spiral effect

1.ight
4" Crude 100' It,000' Hazy white Wide cloudy eI'fect

Light
4 ) :1 Crude 100' Hazy white Spiral formation Length unreadab.e

Light .-..
. 5. Crude 50' Hazy white cloudy patchei Length unreadab.e

L.ight
4. Crude 200' 13,8001 Hazy white Wide spiral forimation

Light Hazy white
:3 Crude .200' ",I00. MS-red tin Spiral Vormation

Light. Hazy white
., . Crude 150' :-',,,)00 MS-red tint Spiral ormation

"Lght
4. Crude 100' Hazy white Cloudy patches Length urr ead,,'.e

Light
r, 3 Crud, *1,0' .... azy white CLoudy _atches Length urnred:.bje.

Light Hazy white -

4,. 54 Crude 150' 8,700' MS-red tint Tight spiral formatin

Light Hazy white
4, 54 Crude 300' 10,200' MS-red tint Wide spiral ?ormation

Light . ...... Hazy white
4; 1,4 Crude .200' 0,300' MS-red tint Cloudy patches

Light -Length & widt,
_' 4 Crude Hazy white Wide cloudy patches unreadable

- Light Hazy white A
47 5r,  Crude 300' 10,100' MS-red tint Wide spiral formati )n .

Light Hazy white
S ., .Q.. ude.300' . O' .- red t_- Cloudy patches

Light Wide, spiral cloudy
/. %. Crude 500' 10,500' Hazy white Corwation

L" 1:i t Hazy white
.' o 5 Crude , J' 10,100' MS-red tint Tight spiral formati n

Light Hazy white-.
' 6 Crude 400' 10,300' MS-red tint Spiral formation

C-2
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Photo Data TYPE-

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH LENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Light Hazy white
/0 56 ~rude 500' 10400' KS-red tint Wide spiral format i

Heavy
4. 57 Crude 1001 2$0001 Hazy white Spiral formation~.

Heavy Hazy white
48 57 Crude 250' 8,.400' MS-redtint Tight.,spiral formatipp

iiHeavy Hazy white
49 57 Crude 500' 8,000' MS-red tint Wide spiral formation

eayy -- milky white Tight, wide spiral-
4" 58 8uo300' 9,600' NS-red tint formation

Heavy Hazy white
49 58 Crude 400' 8,900' MS-red tint Wide spiral f'ormatio

Heavy Hazy white
4 .59.-. -Crude 1 50'~ 9200' 1 W2-r d -tint Tight. apiral..ra -. . .**.-

Heavy
j 9.9- Crude 3517,700' Hazy wh--t.( Wide__ ra omair

F Heavy - Hazy white
40 0 Crude 100' 6,100' KS-red tint Spiral formation
49 60 Crude 450' 10,100' KS-red tint Wide spiral formatio A

Heavy
49 61 Crude 300' 9,500' Hazy white Wide spiral. forrnatioi

Heavy Length & widt"
4? 62 Crude Hazyywhite Cloud trce.-__- -unreadable-.

Heavy-- .. ~. Length urre.d~b.'e52 65 Crude 25' Hazy white Thin white trail

52 65 Crude 25 ,01Hazy white Straight line pattern ..........
Heavy Straight line patterI53 65 Crude 5' ,01' Hazy, white spill ends in spiral formation
Heavy

54 65 Crude 400' 9,500' Hazy white 3roken line pattern.

Heavy
55 -5- -rude- 00! 5,6.0..'azy white Cloudy patches-....- .

C-3Best Available Copy



-i- ___ Photo Data TD

tI'~ P TYPE VVIDTH LFNGTH COLOR PWHSICAL DESCRIPT ION9  1* )M1hiNTF

* ,603O h - Le Wide spiral l'orinatin

10~ i,,e 00 11u whi L.Light spiruJ "ormat on

crud" )01 1., 3J01 hazy- wh.1 t~e Wide spiral Cormatic
1I;,v 11 Io s 13 lack patches 1R--BJ aok hz

k Illt.."~fI (001 hit!Ifiz.White hazy patches- M-wtdite haz
111!%Vv Does not show

t, (:rudt' Ilk lo 6 ,0O I -wkiuii Piarallel Lines ill MS "

t'wtvy 2't

400' 0, r100 Hiazy wh i 1,e Wide hazy J'orination__

.ru 1,00' ,.00' Whi te hiiize Wide spiral 2orinatic
Heavy Wfi!,t' 1MZ0 White haze patches white haze. VZ
Crude ' 00'1 1.1,000' P. n.!k B3 ack patches, biack-I R.-

H eavy
crude 1'0)' '7C.O0 I ilky white Tight spiral_Lorinati )n

Cri : '00 U60v\iLk white Wide spiral. foralio

lien v
C T. I I, i 400-' l1 ,Q~O Hazy white Wide cloudy patches -

I e aV:. e milky ~z paTches __white-MS

W Crude 400' 13,000' Black Black patches black IR

h~e:ivvmil ky whitr-
Crud 3500' 10,600' MS-red tint Tgtspiraij'.qrmIati n -

Heavy white haze
-, riid, 400' 1. , )00 MS-red tinit wide spiral, formatio

Crude 400' 10 ,- 001 W -ite haze Wide spiral. forinatiQ

milky whito

(' rud, '0o *000' -red tint -Tigh spra r'aoj
___________ - '~o' ~ Ndh~ft Wide spiral tormati D _______

Bestd Avaiable CopyG4



Photo Data TYPE

RUN SPILL TYPE WDT LEWTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Heavy white haze

70 Crude 450' 12,0001 M-red tin Wide spiral formati .

Heavy white'haze Wide, tight spiral

5u 71 Crude 300' 11,700 MS-red tint formation

Heavy white haze

57 71 Crude 400' 111400' NS-red tint Wide spiral formation

Heavy white haze
71 Crude 500' ,00' KS-red tint Wide spiral formatioi

Heavy white haze..................-
56 72 Crude 200' ',400' S-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy white haze

72 Crude 250' 3,300' MS-red -tint Spiral torination

Heavy white haze

58 72 Crude 200' 13,100 MS-.red tint Spiral "orimatiun

Heavy white haze
>. 73 Crude 2501 2700' HS5-red tint SjLir!A_ frmation

Heavy hazy white

58 73 Crude 300' 2,900' HS-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy hazy white
5 7 7. 9rude 15' 0,000' Ms-red tintSuiral fjor.4tin ......

Heavy hazy white
58 74 Crude 150' 12,400' S-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy milky white Photo 1100 not

59 75 Crude 150' 5. 0O' S-red tint Spiral formation _ coplete

Heavy milky white
60 75 Crude 150' 8,300' MS-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy milky white
61 75 Crude 150' 7,700' MS-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy milky white

60 7 6 Crude 100' _j/_0 MS-red tint Spiral Cormation ....
milky white

61 76 Crude 150' 2,800' S-red tint Spiral lorratin

H Ieayy
6 77 Cru 150' 1,400 ,ilky white Spiral. ormatir, _ _ _ _

Best Avalable Copy



Photo Data TYPE

RUN SPILL TYPE WIOTHLENOTH COLOR PYICAL DESCRIPT ION C"MMEN'S

I~PIV\hazy whitet . Crudo 10 N.1S0'- ~-.red..tint.,Spra1 Vormation . .

"~ rud~ 190'1.2'3001 [lazy wint Spiral f'ormnation

[l#~ azy white Spiral formation unreadable in pho A

-. ~ ~~~~ .* .- ~ ~ h MS-spiral ILormatio-.

'2 #6 100, "001OO IR.' 1ackish IR-blackish trail

MS
100' 1~0 hz., whi' prl"omt~n

Photo r
#6 unreadab -eJ

Photos 1~
* ~ , #6 _______unreadab A

:u #6 100' 11,4,00' 1W--blackish blackish trail NS-unreadab.e --

Photos 2~'C

#6 uwireadab',.e.
MS-hazy whi ,e MS-spira' Length &. wd. ur-

~7 #6 IR-blackish IR-trail readable, due --to nIou 8
MS- urzrendb e

-37 #6IR-blackish IR-biackish trail L & w unread~.ble

#6 IR-b'akishIR-blackish trail M-unreadab

-~- - - -Photo 1E70-74'/lre. d

- .-- abe due to !71oud *'i oe r
Photo 1 2480-J/,. unreadib'-e

~ _ ~__due to cloud .c(ver

#6 I-blackish IR-blackish trail L & unreadable

Best Availbe Copy .-



Photo Data TYPE

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH LENTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTt

Heavy white haze
. 70 Crude 450' 12,000 MS-red tin Wide spiral formati n

Heavy white'haze Wide, tight spiral
5o 71 Crude 300' 11,700 1S-red tint formation

Heavy white haze
57 71 _ Crude 400' 11.400' MS-red tint Wide spiral formation

Heavy white haze

71 Crude 500' ,800' 14-red tint Wide spiral formation

Heavy white haze
56 72 Crude 200' 4,400' 1S-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy white haze
51(0 72 Crude 250' 13,300' MS-red tint Spiral Cormation

Heavy white haze
56' 72 Crude 200' 3,100 MS-red tint Spiral "orination

Heavy white haze
73 Crude 250' 2,700' 1MS.-red tint Sir rormtion... .

Heavy hazy white
58 73 Crude 300' 12,900' MS-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy hazy white
E7 74 Crude _1501 O.0000'_Ms..red tint Spiral fornation ........

Heavy hazy white
5, 74 Crude 150' 2,400' 1S-red tint Spiral .'ormation

Heavy milky white Photo 1100 not
591 75 Crude 150' 5,000' 1S-red tint Spiral formation conete. ..

Heavy milky white
60 75 Crude 150' 8,300' 1S-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy milky white
61 75 Crude 150' 7,700' MS-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy milky white
60 76 Crude 100' 12,400 _MS-red tint _Spiral f.ormation

milky white
61 76 Crude 150' 12800' MS-red tint Spiral formation

Heavy
61 77 Crud 150' 1,400 ,ilky white Spiral Coratin

Best Available Copy



Photo Data 1*YPL

RON SPILL TYPE WIDTH LEN4GTH COLOR ft ICAL DESCRIPTION C')MMAEN'

lout!4~0 "o s 001 - -r.ed Lint, S "i~±~ormettion

.A Crude! 1001 i.:,400' IM-red LitSialfrmto

fool 14, 300' linzy white Spiral tformation

I ' Hnzy white Spiral formation unreadable ir. pho c

_MhFiy Iil Li ~ 7 ~n~i
#6 100' I.'00? IR.43 I akish IR-blackis trail

10' ,"U fIlzi white Spiral iorm.atior IR-.wiread,--,

Photo 1 /.4
* - '~'unrendmb e4

Photos 10.
5~ #6 _ __-unreadab*..e

16i #6 100' 11,/.001 IR-blackish blackish trail IM-unreadab4.e
- - -. - ~Photos '.' -

'' #6 unreadab~e

MS-.hazy white I'S-spiral Length & wid't uy,:
'7 #6 IR-biar~ish III-trail __readable due to s

MS- urxreadab e
*~#6 IR.-lactkish IR-bia,.,kish trail. L & w unreadn.bi.e

-0 7 #6...... _ IR-.blackish IR-bl ackish trail I'S-unreadab e

Poto I 7-7.utrre-l

in... #6. .able due to .Lcud e
Photo 12.'0)-,j" urra4b.

73 * #6 due to cloud uuver

L & W unreadable
.~_#6 IR-biackish IR-blackish trail NS-unreadable 1

Best Avatable Copy



Photo Data TYPE ...

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH LENGTH , COLOR P ICAL DESCRIPTION *:,MME rT

L & W-unreadah e
-..... #6 lackish IR-blankish trail r.unread'-e .

7! ,39 #6 150' 12,500' Black Black trail Trail vis'.b ,. I I ;&

7 . #6 1.50' I.900.IR-black IR-b lack trail S-..-ireadab -e

L&W-. urreada., e
70 90 #6 IR-black IR-black trail MS-unreadab t,:

7 90 . #6 400 13,500' Blackish Thick black trail ..

Lenglh unreyd,!.,'e ,:.4
.'1 . 1 _ 6 100' .... B kjh n.auk_ tr.aL .. o...loud .e

'.72..) _ .92 sb ., Blackish .trail ... &W-.uretdLb_ .

72 93 #6 150' y 700' Blackish Blackish 'trail

73 94 #6 100' 12,300' Black Black trail

Length & Wid .h ,,red
74 94 #6 Blackish Blackish trail able due 'o.. ds

75 94 #6 100' 10.600' IR-Black IR.-Black trail MSunreadab e
IR& -S-.76 ..94 #6 ..... dst.'d*-" e J

76 ..9....... #~........ ... ........ .... . ......... ___ .

74 # 9 6 200' 1 Blackish Thin black trail

7. 9 6 150' 1 ' BlacO!.h Black trail

76 95 #6 150' 11, Blackish Black trail ...

Grayish broken trail Length & widtt:
77 95 6 Grayish unreadabI ,>

C-.7

Best Available Copy



Photo Data TYPE

HUN PILL TYPEWIDTH LENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCnIPTION 1  OMET

B~Q Bak I m a].a-trai .ngthureadao.e, ....4

300' Blackish Blackish trail

'.b #6 1501 15,300' milky white White trail
Length & widto

4 #6 Grayish___ Gr ayish broken trail unreadable

gas -- - .-- *
76 )'7 oil 'Black Bl.ac.k splotcqhes -- - .-.

Heavy,
*90 Crude 100' 5.000' Bplack Black trail

IHtavy IR stops at photco
77 U*~ Cru~de 250' 11,500' MS-Grayish _____ tail #141

&a61vy - -____ _

78 98 Crude 150' 11,0001 Grayish Grayish trail

Heavy
'17 99 Crude 400' 17,500' MS-Grayish M-Wide grayish trail No IR photc-

Heavy
()9 Crude 200' 15,200' milky white White trail ___

Gas & - _ _ *.-..-

77 100 OIL Unreadabl.e

Best Avablble Copy



APPENIX D

4-13143 MULTISFICTRAL DATA



'lul # ,,&

Photo Data TYPE & W

RUN SPILL TYPE WIOTHLENGTH COLOR PYICAL DESCRIPTION' COMMENTS 1
B lack

M l~ lot), 10',l '0 UV-Grf!L.__Parallel Trails
Black with Black trail with

10 Fiw. t1 'i)0' 4,700' Whi te white cloudy splotchils
UV-grayish Grayish trail with

10i #-'Fuel 50' (1,5001 with white white cloudy splotches
1B1ack with Black t. ail with

11 #.' Fuei 400' 7,500' white cloudy patches

12 #2Fuel 100' 5,00' fazy wieSpiral formation uraaiei~~K.

1.11~ #2 Fuel1 150' ,401hz white Spiral trail

Black wi Ui Black trail with
1 14 92 250' white white patches__.-.--

1t 14 9)250 350' -Blacek Wide black traJ!
JBlack with Black trail with --

15 9250 200 white white cloudy patches___

17 14 9250 150' Black Black trail____
Tanker

S Dmp 00Bak" " most photos unreadai

24 .5,Bakde blac. ...1

Be.st Available Copy



Roll. #4

Photo Data TYPE 13& W

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH L TH COLOR PYICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Light Black & Black pools -white photos 2901-3212
29_ 31 Crude I__ hazy white hazy spird.-black trails width unreadable

_30- 31 it 350' ____hazy white Wide spiral trail

Black*& Black trail with -

322001 azy white hazy white spiral
Extremely wide black

31 _31__ " 700'1. Black -___- pol_
Black Black trail

32 "1 200' UV-hazy white UV-hazy white pat'.hes

33 11 200' t i fl it If t o I i t 11

Wide black trail
32 31 "1 200' "1 "1 11 U-hazy white lines across trail

Black trnil
32 IF 150' it__ it " 1 UV-hazy white patches____

it Tak rall- _____

33 it 150' "1 " UV-hazy white lines across trai-J.

Black trail
_ 34 " 150' UV "T-hazy white patche _& lines

Wide black trail
33 31 " 300' 1 LWV-hazy white lines across trail

Black trail, TN-hazy -

32 " ~ 0' " -white lines across trail

3 1 100' Haqr white Hazy white lines

Best Avaiable Copy D-2



Photo Data TYPE 13&W

R~UN SPILL TYPE WIDT LENOITH COLOR PYICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

I ,.i'Black Black trail, UV-haz
.00,L' UV-Iinzy whie ewhite lines %~cross trail

I ~ht -Wide blac~k trail
(r,ro400 ~ if'" UV-hazy white patche in trail

4 'I Ii qek Black trail

3f I Unreadable I

li-e -Bllack tranil,UV-haz'y
37 it 150' IV-1vizy whiti white patches in tr il

* -. lflacl taiU?
coo'H H hazy white spiral in trail

. Wide black trail
" 300t " ' V hazy h eityPL~ -in trail

1.0 ' 300' I II

Wide black trail
3 0' UV-hnzy white trail_____

Black trail
4' 1 00' UI~ IV-hazy white patches in- trail1

2U0o' UV-hav~white trail )ver hlAg) trai
Black trail

42 it 3001 UV I-hazy white patches in_ trail

Bes Available Copy D-3



Photo Data TYPE

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH LENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Light Black Black trail

Crde1-0 _ Mn-h _e VWA ha Qlt-amzy whiteo patclie..A-n i.t

-- .0 U400'1tIi I

414

4225101 { t

43 if .-50' " IV-mi Iky white patch is in trail

4 43 " 100, - V-hazy white I --. -

44 __/"001 
,V I t I

-- 45 II 2001 II tI

41 41 II 150' 1I II

4.2 t ~ 100' tI II

43 "100' I t if I

II 250'1 UI

1 _ 45 ___ 1.Vhz bi -krhazy whiLe patches Width unreadable

46 " H~~azy white Hazy white patches Wdhuraal

Best Avapable GO -D----



Rol. #7

Photo Data TYPE B&W

RUN SPILL TYPE N H COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

I Light Black Black, U-hazy welto
41R 42 Cride 150' UT-hazny vi patches in trail

43 " 1501 . _.

44 100' Hazy white Hazy white patches

45 " 50' " Hazy white trp.il
Black Black trail, UV-

46 "t 100' UV-hazy white hazy white patches in trail

47 50' Hazy white Hazy white trail

47 52 100' "

Wide hazy white
53 "  800' "trail w ith otches I

Wide hazy white trai
54 " 500' lines aco & dark

- - -- . -. ptthAM Iv n pg,.V ___ __

...,55 " 4001
Wide spiral Dattern

..- " " .....dark splotches (pools:
Heavy

57 Crude 150' " Spiral trail pattern

Light
48 $1 Crude " Hazy white patches Width unreadable

Wide trail with hazy
52 " 1,0 " white patches

Straight lines
53 2001 " milky white. .patches

traih lines icros54~~~~ "05', Ra.. t pazcnes
541501 k, po o

55 2501 Black with Black trail with haz:
- " -250i thjA 6 white patches in tra__

Hazy white Hazy white trails vi ;h56 " 4501 gray J large gray pools

SBes Avalable CopyD



Roll #'

Photo Data TYPE. ,B&W

RUN SPILL TYPE W L TH COLOR IWSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Heavy Wide trail wLth tig b
48 58 Crude 550' milky vhitA spiral formation

hazy white h S y white trail w4 h
59 t 250' UT-pay pa7 pools

60 " 250' Milky white Spiral formation

Light Black Black trail with hazr
49 53 Crude 300' _ V-hazy whi p white patches in tr il _

54 r 300'

55 " 300'
6 1Hazy white Hazy white patches

56 " 150 Black across black trail

Heavy Hazy white
57 Crude 600, UV-gray INar _e

Hazy white
58 " 400' Gray

Wide hazy white trai
59 ' " 700' " straight lines, gray ools

Wide trail, hazy wh e

60 " 800' Hazy white ptches, straight ii S
Grq . Wide hazy white pattirn with

61 " 800' Ha_ ywhite straight line across gray popls
62 Hazy white patches,

62 " 300' " traight lines, gray pools
Hazy white-paTches

50 63 " 200' Hazy white in trail

51 64 " 50' Black Thin black trail

52 64 " 50' Hazy white Thin hazy white trai

151 zy white traL . a 0C-
53 65 " " nding in wide spiral wide apiral500'

6 2Spiral formation
66 " 001 "in trail

67 , 100' Black Thin black tral _

Two thin parallel li es
54 65 " 50' Hazy whtte hazy white patches

66 " 50' " Thin hazy white trail
Wide hazy trail endi g

67 " 400' Milky white in spiral formation

Milkyw white Wide spiral formati,.n
68 " 300' Gray with gray pools

D-6



Roll #'

Photo Data TYPE MY

RUN SPILL TYPE N LMTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Heavy - Black Thin black trail
55 66 Crude 50' V-hazy white UV-hazy white tra_

Hazy white Hazy white trail wi
67 " 100' Gray gray pools inside tr il

Two hazy white trail
68 " 400' Hazy white v/white patches betw en

Hazy white Wide hazy white trai
69 " 500' Gray r/gray patches inside trail.. .... to' - ,
7C 300' ", ,r matb On */

2001 Doole inside
Black Black trail with haz

56 66 150' Hazy white white trail inside
Hazy white trail w/

67 " 100' Hazy white white patches
Black Black trail whazy

68 "I 400' Hazy white white patches & trails inside
-- Ae hazy White r:

69 " 550' Hazy white wlines across &
01 hiiy pathA-

70 " 600' i f
Wide hazy white trail

71 " 450' "

Hazy white trail,
72 "_150'1" spiral formation

Hazy white trail,
57 66 ' " 100' " cloudy patchesHazy white trail

67 " 100' " ending in spiral
Hazy white trail W/

68 " 300' " white patches

Hazy white Hazy white trail
69 " 200' _v-gray w/gray patches

Black Wide black trail w/
70 ,, 600' Hazy whIte white patches

D-7



h.O... ff I

Photo Data TYPE B&W

RUN SPILL TYPE W E H COLOR ICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

M" Heavy
57 71 Crude 600' Hazy white Wide hazy trail

Heavy BIac Wide black trail-haz-
72 Crude 500' Hazy white spiral formation ins de

Heavy Hazy white Hazy white trail w -

73 Crude 400' Gray gray pools inside

Hazy white trail,
74 " 200' Hazy white Spiral formation

Hazy white trail,
58 70 " 200' Has-y white cloudy patches

71 " 3001

Hazy white Hazy white trail
72 it 200' Gray gray pools

Hazy white trail
73 " 350' Hazy white lines across

Hazy white trail
74 " 250' Hazy white lines across

. ...... .Milcy white, Milrkwite ail,59 75 if 250 ' Gray sp r a .-o m~ on '

60 75 " 250'

76 200'

61. 75-t J.... 300I-.. . . .

t.liky fo ~ ohit tail

76 " 200 1 -n ros
Milky white trail,

7? " 250'.  Milky white loose spiral formati n

Straight lines
62 75 " 200' Hazy white formation across

S raight Pe across
76 i 200' i clouy patc 8 8 ,sgray

Lines across;, cloudy
77 " 250' ifI -" patches

Loose spiral formati n
78 " 300' " cloudy .patches

Straight line across
63 76 " 250' " cloudy patches

77 " 200' ,

78 " 200' "

3-8



Photo Data TYPE B&W

R~UN SPILL TYPEWI LW COUOP WM L DESCRIPTIO COMMENTS

64 81 #6 100' - Hazy white Thin spiral trail ________

Thinri
65 81 ~t 50' "alie a

82 #6 151Black Black trail, white
_____ 2 6 10'TJV-hazy whi- e lines acroess(UV)

Black trail, UV-hazy
8.3 #6 150' f white spiral over trail

Thin black trail wt
68 86 #6 100'1 cloudy patches_______

Black trail with has:
___ 87 #6 150'1 spiral formation inside

69 87 #6 101 11 Thin black trail witi
69 87 #6 100' " ~white line across __________

Wide black trail wi ti
88 #6 300' "1 white lines across

Black trail w/white
70 89 #6 "line across

90 #6 2501Black trail wt
90 # 25' " cloudy patches insidl)

D-9



Ro. # 1
Photo Data TYPIE 13"W___

RUN SPILL TYPE WIo LE THJ COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTrION COMMENTS

- I - I ~Black Black trail v/hazy
7[ 95 #6 Ino' lHazy white white patches inside trail

96 #6 1501 "-

Heavy Ti ltti
- 98 Crude 1001 "nid __

77 96 #6 2 501 w fite patce i nside

*gas
97 .,oil 150' " _____

Heavy Wide black trail +wh zy ____

98 Crude 00' " white line across tr ii

Black trail v/hazy
78 8 300' white lUnes across tai.

9-9. ll -2501 *I

101- 2/1 gas
_____& oil ____ ____ __________Unreadable

D-1 1



Ro..2 #13
Photo Data TYPE _ B&I

RUN SPILL TYPE WN)TILENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Black black trail w/hazy76 r 95 #6 .t0' - Hazy white white patches inside trail

96 #6 150' i
-Heavy T~nb : r Lw- _ _

98 Crude 100' Uv/haz
77 96 #6 250' 'epa~ces :Lnstde

gas
97 .oil 150' "

Heavy Wide black trail w/h zy
98 Crude 500' " white line across tr il

Black trail w/hazy
78 98 " 300' " white lines across t ai.

9.9 - 250' ..... "

101 2/1 gas
& oil Unreadabl.e

D--11



APPENDIX 9

4,tZNS MULTISPICTEAL SPMAD RATES



Photo Data TYPE

RUN SPILL TYPE WID "H COLOR P AL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

i i i Black

10 #2 Fuel 100' UV-gray Parallel trails

Black trail w/white
11 10 #2 Fuel 150". Black y/v'nit cloudy splotches -

UV-grayish Grayish trail with
12 10 " 50' with white white cloudy splotchips

Black w/ Black trail v/cloudy
12 11 " 400' white splotches

13 12 100' Hazy white Spiral formation

14 13 " 150' Hazy white Spiral trail

15 14 9250 250' Black w/whi e patches

16 14 9250 3501 Black Wide black trail

17 14 " 150' " Black trail

Black trail w/white
16 15 9250 200' Black w/w'ni e cloudy patchis

is s Dump 200' Black Black trails

24 24 9250 250' Black Wide black trail

Light Black & 31ack pools-white haz

29 31 Crude hazy white 3pirals-black trails Width unreadable

30 31 " 350' Hazy white Wide spiral trail

xtremelywd31 31 700' Black blcly wide

bck pool

E- 1



Photo Data TYPE B&W

RUN S;'ILL TYPE WI THI COL'YM AL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Light Black lack trail-Vhazy
32 31 Crude 200' -haz wh, white lines across. al

33 31 " 300' o

34 31 200'

1ack trail with haz3
30 32 " 200' " white spiral

lack trail., UV-
31 32 P 200' " azy white patches

n .,e ra lc es. T V hazi
32 3 " 5C~ " nes~athes~~± ______________32 32 15(' " ines arose rm

B tck _trail UVh&a
33 32 " 150t AN lines &cros a l

Kide blok tr-igj V-34 32 " 300' , azy w e pate go ir

Black trail,
1 . " 200' ,, ... -hazy white patches

32 33 1 150'

33 33 " 100' Hazy white Hazy white lines

34 33 " 200' Black Black trail

Black 31ack trail, UV-hazy
32 34 I 150' UV-hazy wh e white patches & 1 nes

34 34 " 150' Black Black trail

34 36 Unreadable

Black Black trail, UV-hay
34 37 150' UV-hazy w e white patches in alrail__

Black trail, UV-h-z)

L4 13 _00 _ spiral in trail

E-.2



Photo Data TYPE .aW

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDT TH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Light Black Black trail, UV-hazy
35 39 Crude .300' _ UV-hazy wh te white _spiral in rail

Wide black trail,
6 3UV-h zy white patchm in trail

Wide black trail,
37 39 " 400' "1 UV-hazy white trail

Black trail, UV-hazy
_g 39 " 150' " white patches in tra _

39 39 " 150' "

36 40 i 300'

Wide black trail
37 40 _ 350' UV-hazy white trail

Black trail, UV-haz3
3 40 i 250' white patches in tre il

39 40 " 400' "

37 41 i 250' " "
...... __ Black trajjUV-hazywte tra .Aover

38 41 " 200' " , black trail
Black trail, UV-hazy

39 41 " 300' white patches in trai l

41 41 " 150'

37 42 I 200' 

33 42 " 300'

Wide black trail,UV-
39 42 " 400' lazy white patches in trail

41 42 " 100' "

41R 42 " 150'

39 43 " 250' ""

40 43 " i100' "_"

E-3

.!



Photo Data TYPE -/W )V

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH .9%TH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Light 10Black0-' UV ___lo___

_Cde 1 Hazy Whi
Light Black - UV Hayhpatches-

41R 43 Crude 150' Hazy White

..Li Black - UV Black trail - U-.
9 . 44 do.. .Lih .. __1_ Milky white milky3i~hteijatche_

Light Black - UV- 0i K i - "
ii mude 00 - __ Hazy white In trail

Light Black - Ulv aEyl "triI -ht-
S1 Hazy white mwht atchos

Light Hazy !azy white patches
3 4. Crude f00' White

Light Black - UV- Black tLight ; Hazy white atuehe;s

40 4_ Crili 2' Hazy white in trail
Light UV - Hazy UV-Hazy white Width

41 45 Crudo White Patches unrea -c.'Ac
Light Hazy

_R 45 Crude 5Q 1 White... Hazy white tr.,il

Light Hzy Hazy white Patches Width
41 46 Crude H__ (traces) Unreadable

Light Black -UV Black trail UV
41R 46 Crude Uzg - - W.1.

.1R.. 47 jLgde H5a y Hazy white trail

Light Hazy Hazy white patches Width
48 51 Crude white........-uiraa

Light Hazy white Hazy white trail
4 . 2__ Crude 100,

Light w~ite Wide trail with
igt H: haz iqlte -atches

Light Wide hazy wit 'atrxi
47 3 Crude 800' Hazy white wltlplQtchqjL:L :' , Straight lissw,
4. ;3 urftde 200' Milky whie mily white patches

E-4



(5)

Photo Data TYPE .

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH LENGTH COLOR CAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Light Black - UV- Black trail with
hazy white atches49 53 rmde 0 Hazy white 4n 'raJl ..

A Light Hazy Ide -h erailnes across- ark
47 - 5 5 - _ud eQ_ 500_ white p9 qhde beQsQn . -. .

Light Hazy rait lines acros i-LightHazy azy vhite patches
4 ... 54- _Crude 150' white ark poo .

Light Black - UV- naywn.el ra _Vt s

_5A Orude_. 300' Hazv h. ......... -.

Light Hazy eos siraa- -, i
47 55 Crude 4001 white iptenDr acel ...

Light Black with lack r wtLizy whm patches
8 5 - ____,hazy white n__ail

Light Black - UV ' y wh e pa ches

-49-- 55_ Crude 0 Hazy white tn trail __

Light Milky - p~ti
47 56 Crude 400' white Dark splotches

Light Hazy white w hie gray pol_2rg grayi pool, h I

Light Black -aziIeatches

49 56 ... ive h zy whitacross black trail

Heavy Milky Spiral trail pattern

47 57 CQrde 150_' white H z w t at
Heavy Hazy white- As_

49 57 Crude 6001 UV-Gray Iarg gmy nna q

Heavy Milky we a itra
48 58 Crude 550' white formation

Hazy -lhit'e natchezs
Heavy Hazy white Mstraight lines,

49. Crude 4001 _ ... &_zn Z ay_gPQ.ol __

Heavy Hazy white Hazy white trail
48 .... 59 rn...... 2.no, - -- paol. ay.p

Heavy Hazy white s drhaY hie rai
49 59 Crude 700' & Gr 1l0_7ne ols c

[Heavy Milky Spiral formation
48 6o rude 2white

E-5



(6)

Photo Data TYPE B&

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDT LEGH COLOR PHSCAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Hcavy Wide trail, hazy whi m
49 60 Crude 1800'1___ Hazy white patches,, straight 11 a

Heavy Hazy wrhite Wide hazy white patA rn

49 _ 61 Crude 800' __ & Gray wsrih~ie c sga ol

- Heavy** -- Hazy white patches,
49 62 Crude 301 11 straight line across gray pools ___

Heavy Hazy white patches - . -

50 63 Crude 200' Hazy white in trail______

51 64 avy 1 Blac Thin black trail ____ ____

Te .0 1Thin hazy white
52 64 "1 50' Hazy white trail _______ ____

- - - ____ -Thin hazy white trol -- Traf- 700'
53 65 "Hazy white ending in wide spiraj Wide_ spiral-50O

azy At~e esi

!io11av-i A spiral formation
53 66 Crude 200' Hazy white in trail

Heavy Tin hazy white
54 66 Crude 50' - Hazy white trail

Black Thin black trailUJV-
55 66 _ _50' U-hzy V _haZy yh±ea raIl

5 66 n 150' Black & Bl~ack trail w/hazy vito
56 6 ____hazy white trail inside

Hazy white trail,
57. 66 it 100' 1 _ Hazy white cloudy patches

53- 67 -100' Black Thin black trail

54 67 t 400' M__mlywi ie hezy trail endir
5___ 67__ milky __ t i pral formation

Hassy ;iite Hazy white trail w/
55 67100' &_Graa ols inside til

56 ± 67 "1 100' Hazy v z hite t ri towjce

E-6



(7)
Photo Data TYPE B&W

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTH LENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Heavy Hazy white trail
57 67 Crude 100 Hazy whit ending i iral

Milky whits Wide spiral formati n
54 68 " 300' & Gray _x.th . -......

ao hazy white trails
55 68 f 400' Hazy white /white patches betwen

Black lack trail v/hazy
56 68 4 400' Hazy white ihite patches & trails insido

Hazy white trail
57 68 t 3001 Hazy white v/ white patches

5 69Hazy white Wide hazy white trait v/
55 69 " 500' & Gray gray patches inside 'rail

Wide hazy white trai w/
56 69 it 550' HAzywhte lines acroes & cloud r patches.

Fazy white Hazy white trail w/
57 69 it 200t U- ray .. ay.patches

milky white Milky white trail,sp .ral
55 70 " 300' & gray formation w/ ray oo .s inside

Wide hazy white trail w/
56 70 " 600' _ - Hazyyit lines across & cloud patches

Black & Wide black trail w/
57 70 " 600' hazy white white epaqches

Hazy white trail,
58 70 _ 2001_ Hazy white cloudy patches

Wide hazy white

56 71 " 450' __ Hazy hite - trail-

57 71 600' Hazy white Wide hazy trail

Hazy white trail58 71 30,_ Hazy white aths

Hazy white trail,
56 72 150' Hazywhite i foa . .- ---

ck ide black trail-haz3
57 72 " 500' hazy white spiral .formation insJ de

Hazy 'white Hazy white trail
58 72 " 20%.'11 & Gray j ra p.ools

E-7



(8)

Photo Data TYPE MW

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDT LE TH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

7-7 Hazy white Hazy white trail v/
57 73 " 400..____ Grav U g 1I.m 0 -

Hazy white trail
58 73 " 350' ___ Hazy white lines across

-- - Haiy white trail -

57 74 1" 200' Hazy white spiral formation

Hazy white trail
58 74 11 250' ___ Hazy white lines across_____

Milky white Milky white trail,7 ,. ~spiral formation,g ols

60 75 of 250' ___ ______ _______

Milky white trail, 1ines
61 75 it 3001 it across gray pools

Straight line formation
62 i5 2001 gg__ ay white across

Milky white Milky white trail, siiral
60 76 It 200'1 Gray formation a 01

Milky white trail 1 e
61 76 it" 200' 1_ formation across. grt ols

Straight line across cloudy
62 ?6 It 200' _ Hazy white !L2 1

-

Straight line across
63 76 __250'. kz*. whbie clo-

Mlky white trail, 1cose
61 V7 2501 -- y ght pillformation-

Lines across, cloudy
62 77 "t 250' _ zy white ._at j~ ...

Straight lines acrog a
63 77 11 20U' Hazy white clouypatIches -

Loose spiral formation
62 ~~~j1 78. " g~2.AL~ie jo4y patches

Straight lines across
63 78 11 200' izy white & cloud patches

64 81 F6 100'ZY white in spiral trail

E-8



Photo Data TYPE 12 & W

RUN SPILL TYPE WIDTHLENGTH COLOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

m - - - - - Hazy Tnn ralitelffy-

65 81 #6 50' 1___ white ffnes ac~ross __ ___

Black-UV- Black trail, white
65 I82 #6 _1501' Hazy white lines across (liV)

Black - UV blackc Tri=, UV-Hazg
65 83 #6 150' Hazy white. yhj spiral over

Black TTE~1t'~l
60, 86 #6 __1001 __ Hazy white with cloudy patches___

Black - Bljack -. . --Rl

68 87 #6 150'1 ___ Hazy white n deuiat
Bla-k Thin black trail ----

69 87 #6 100' Hazy white with white line

69 3)8 #6 300' Hazy kwhite across ne

72 88 #6 50' Hazy white sldupj__ -ch5f

_____ - Back ca unracp ~riITE

70 89 #6 IHzy white white lines across cover

72 89 #6 100' Hazy white cod~hesi

Black Bjac4 tratl with
70 90 #6 250' Hazy white OSa tce n

Black Black trail with
71 -90 #6 600' Hazy white cloudy patches - -_ __

71 91 #6 100' ___ Black Thin black trail

____- ~ -Black clu rcail with
72 192 1#6 1 00'1 Hazy white lu.dae s n

- -- -L
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(10)Photo Data TYPE B& W- 7

RUJN SPILL TYPE WVIDTH COLOR PYIAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Black Black traI witg
72 93 d#6 150'1___ Hazy white "I~~ hem

- lackc 1TN-hwite n
73 94 #6 -~200' Ha:%ijrwhite - ide-

W~a~k la~kttriDYt
74 94 #6 150' Milky, white cloudy ga ches

Black ff 1 che
74R 94 #6 200' M___ ilky white WR e-a h

Blacclou. y patches3750'- Hazy white inside

Black gijffy Nit'~% e ___thc

-7- -5HlXwtfPack ~ai es~ - __

Black aoy whil e. a ces
76~ 95 6-..- 2001 _____ i noide trail_ _____

Black a,12a l W
74 96 #6 150 Hazy white DOU Rfafrsepgiion

74R 96 # 350' ak - zyd em
74R 96 6 3501Hazy whitei across trai.

Black qlj~ gl ite
76 96 -. #6 1501 Haz white in i a raff

Black II8LcktJ 1]
77 96 #6 250'1 __ Hazy white Y a es

gas Black 2~~~p c em
77 97 ~ oil j~50' hazy.white__________

Heavy -Black hazy o
76 98 Crude 100'1___ hazy white 'inside trail

Heavy Black alcjjk S'ellie77 ~ rud 00' -+ U.~yar s ,#~r U
Heay7a7 aco, s.t.3~

Heavy Black z4

78 1 99 Crude 250'1 -- i!!white across trail -

78 101 2/~ _____Unreadable
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APPENDIX F

AIRCRAFT LO0G



Date- Api __of_-_ 1
TEST DATA SHEET a AIRCRAFT Aukland

Operator Scarbrough

Location Mobile Area - Gulf

Subject Antenna iiadir Aircraft DO- 3
Oil Slick Meaiurement Angle 460 Type c-47

Weather Sea State Temperature
Wind - 010 @ 14 kots Some Breakers 18a .

Clear Water Surface
Tape Tape Camera Frames
Reel 1 pe slow ips Film 1 & 2 per sec 1Rumber Speed Number persec

Radiometer Data Channel Calibration Data
Frequency Number 10.2 - HT 2.756K - 9o.5(K@n75

10.2 - AT 5.326
1O.2GHz H 4 30 - HT 2.475 - 2500

30 - AT 4.995
10.2GHz V 3 Turn on 30 Cal- 254 mv

V -283
30 GHz H 2 H -210

1 j10 H -173.130 GHz V2I Warm up V - 75.3
C al -134GHz

GHz1

GHz I.

Comments
30 Hot load temp. - 1030 2.48lKft

10.2 Hot load temp. - 930

Sea Temp

10.2 GHz V + l.427v 30 GHz V + 1.190
H + 1.940v H "+1.79

Camera Start # 4633 Ship 20 roll
MSS Int.# 2414 60 pitch

Problems on Recorder Readout

30 GHz H only good readout
Data OK on tape - Some bias

F-I



Target Tniator Camera Aircraft Date-Apd. LAof-
V Time numbs___ speed altitude heading Comments

_0.018- -. 245 Ufl42Q0O 270' -1 Gal/min 10 kts
Q90 tart 3-a1 - First-Mark

___907eenn mark

-2-- 0923. #2 he1- -Mrs_ F tmak

2 ~ __2nr mark

X Q 94 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Again

3 0944-.__ _ __ __ _ Firstimrk _ _

- q j&, 00823 2_____ ~ 955 Second rum complete
33 _ 0944,_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ Second mark _ _ _

L3 - 0954. __ .---- QOth.____ _ --. - .

4 - -05

-4-- fl5 n First Mark_

5 _ X 1010 0124 3272

_ 01)5 j2aU/.os 05 j First mark

-- .. ~ __ ____ 2ndpark_
1024 __ -___~#An

102f~- .~ - _ Over #5 -

6 ~~~ ~ Y 1 0704 .Over, ship-
_________ We saw #5 fai

#6 . . -1035 .-#2___1g91a . . .... ..- 8a jLiijnAV knots

-Io 2- 132 _ _ -- _ _ __ 2nd mark

x____ ________ __ --- Start search over #4

- -. 1. .14.4 - - - - 0151 347' - -.1 - _

F-2



rape Camera Date_. _r _6of_.8,)
S"Target Indicator Frame Aircr.ft' Time number speed altitude he "dinoi Comments

1046 . #2/ . - C-om me.nts-

[ - r.A521 01713 5 ______snwo_ Over 6

8 _--- 13541 Secured~ Ov_ __ __ -- ler Sh

X 1054 rnandr ___tejk 3
30 min- te wait to ref iel

Will change ppro, ch here - Will take ta ith _ wave Lot.

diref;tion. No. ]oto n rAturn. NMI l.1y ,qmufon reben.
S.Aar workingba aiv m l - only priblem Is0 h30raaiVA f1,Im.A

110.0

#8--.1143, #2 I-fueL. 2gl/Mr Eifrs± marle -2~95 -Enqt 3mn14 knots
1145

1 No oil yet -

9 1 I1150 --urned or -nmerrag
11 1 01-8 3573 3rA mark

-- eAl rn

1354 i ... ..... o 9o . .. . .. .. _ . ..
#8. 1155 .. Re.. turn-check.
#8_ 11-56 0198 End of return

_ __ _ ____ 1 ....
_9 .56 .-Second Mark .

Qa 11 59 ,, lo nl __

........ 1200 .. .. -...- Everything....
10 x 1 121 _ 0212_-362L . . ... . .. Stopped

20 .... . . ......... -----.- . . Mark3
-.. 1203. 0214 ,Calibrte
205 _ ___ ___ _RarJhe .......

1 20 6_ _ _ _ 022/. ... .. _ _ _ _L o s t__ a J. _ __.

--- .120a 1.0 GPM---.Firstark -lS_.k~t._
.... 1210 l10 jO 110 2nd mark

y 1211 ..... .... ... Near #8
1212earJtarL ra

.. .1 1 .... ... ... ..... . ...... ...... .........-- -- - -O erglO __
-X 121 .... 20sec_early

1 43743 .3__ -.Thi;rd-mark-

- - i - -°
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- meFrameyTime Target I Aircraft Date. 1±L J.of.2Slndicator FaeZf
Fi' U.... number sped altitude hading Comments

r1216 0250 Cahl 4
11_ 1217 0.05 GPM - _- t Mak

1 __ 1218_ _ __ _ 2urd Nbrle

111 1 1221 0254 ______ Ovar #10

12 #1 122____ ver #11

- I. ?-
ll 1226 __ _ _ _ _ Z_ ___ _ _ _ _

1~2 228-_ ri-rut Mark
121 1229 .2 lmnn M k

1230 0291 Secure return
12 X 1234 __Can't see-Camera on

~121L I Qua #11
13 _ ___ 1235 Mark____ con_ _____

12 1 126 0315 .394
1 12370318 - 4_b.

12 1 Return _
12 1 SS ,_Cama r DI f End Return

1 N33ieOS .. _3 ,62 .eW...film

113 11316 2 /0.1 gal - Mark 1 17 kts

13 1 1318.-____ ___ - _

X 1322 0336 1---------"
-u----- Markj3end------14 - ......_ _-- -.. . . Cameras_ ..... ..

X . 1324 __ _ _ _0352 4153# e

11325 -_i_ - Oalib.

#4 1326 9250 1.OG 0354 Mak .1
1328_|_ __ rk 2

_ 1328 . eturn
#! 132 0362 A __ A ___

04 1330_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ er i. 1 _ -

15 11331 ___ __c___ ____--o.

X 1332 1 _

1333 ,_ 0378 1_220 1 03621 k
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4-a Tape Camera Date Af_

Target Indicator Frame Aircraft e L 0, Time number speed altitude heading Comments

* 1333 9250 -5 L 0-181- _ _Cab

1336 n -Ov- ver
13ja -i End return

-1338 -9 o/-.5gj.- ---o403_ -Mark-4--
!15 -1_3__ __ak 2

X 1342 10 ,04_ 0e ___. 1#3
-- 23/4 --- - ---. erstart

16 - 345 Marl. ,3
..... _X_ --1346- L~at dn.%t tn pat

-16 _ -I_,.9250/1- 2 - n.0431. -4369- Mak 1
- 04-34347 -0,34 _ b,}r -r -- a.16 - 1349. M__rk 14

11 -- 359- OvCer 14
0465&i JACampl± r..

- -1354- - 09-Mar

16 L 1-56 ____ __ 2 0_:-er2l
L3 Z-[ ..... . ..... .... . ... ..End.of.14 -

17 . ....137 - .See start of-15 ....
1359_ 

. Over 16
. .. Q.-. 05o9 _-.... . . ............. . ... ... ... . .

__ . 400_ _saker.o il.. .. 0510._ ............... ...... . )- 40 .. 2°' tsignal .........

18 . ... .... 0l5 -.. 0536-. 4770 - - Home ... .
.... ... ... .. .... .... .- 057.9 .. .. ... ... .. ......... .. ..... T a t e .C h e c k  .. ... .....

.. .K---..... - - -

* -. .-- . --.-. .-. -. .... ........ ..... .. . ........ .......
.... ....... . ...... ~ i.____0- __ __ _- - - -. ________
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Date A;= 4-1 ofoTEST DATA SHEET e AIRCRAFT A lan o

Operator Sea2brough

Location 290 25'N 87 0 15W Gulf of M
out of Mobile

Subject Ol on water Antenna Aircraft
Coast Guard Tests Angle 460 Nadir Type 1c-3

Weather Sea State 10 knots Temperature
310 wind Occasional white cal a 0

Water Surface
Tape Tape Camera Frames

eel 2 slow ips Film 2 Frmes
Number Speed Number
Radiometer Data Channel Calibration Data 2
Frequency Number 10.2 HT-

10.2 AT-4.6800K 15 c
1oJ.0.2Hz- _ _ 4 30.0 HT-2.486-2532-93.9-93.Il0C

30.0 AT-4.350 16.50C
!0.--- z-V 3 Tarn on - 1Ocal -.305

0GHz H 2 reading v -. 27830.GHz H H -.372
--nGHz V 30) cal -. 44

V -.464
GHz H -. 416

30 HL-GHzi " 10.2 HI,-
GHz1

Comments 0715 Take off time morning run 2250 Mag.

Sea Reading @0745 Changed to #2 data
10 GHz V- +1.575 tape for today-check out

H- +2.025 Smooth data in last of #1

30 GHz V- +1.150 No white horses
H- +1.720 On Station @0800

Tape start 010

Camera 4770

Scanrer N.G. - No data 6th or 7th

Boresight camera - fouling data
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Targe Tape. Camera Date-Ap-UTarget Indicator Frame Aircraft t_?. of.\
Time rFranumber speed altitude heading

-I. - -7M nube -omn

, .0821 -50- crude 2 - - . .
---. 0824_ _

10- -o- -47-70-- 110- .o0- -2a5- -n-on2y1

X 00 sec of fim

n832 0.5 -0025_ -1 J
-- 08-4- -- w 55 -_- r__L

0836.____ ___ ___ ___

- ---42- -E nd-o£_-1.

20 ---- 0849 .1.. - g0ev1
2~Cameras f about

I-n ~-ua~r
- 0043 4_94_9 M, or -3

1- 0847 25g _-

# 50+8- -- _ _ -Return over-.8& 17# ~~~~_ 19_] -05..-I~
-..851. 0 . .... Return complete#19 __ 0849 . .......---- - - .. - _ .. .... v r 1

9- - Over #17

0850 -__ _ _ _Over #18
-- -- Camera on go

21 -_, 0856 . .. . . .. Over #19.
.- - -0859 -.

-- , G900_.9250 ... . -- .

-- -0900- _ -00_ -Calib.--.

0903- - _Return .

77906 _0125 .... . ._ ..

910..Everyhing go*--- 0i1 _ ___i _See I e._a!!__1j _nts
22 0912 . . .......... ,Over .#19

22 ___ _ _ove_- #20

T-- m camera off .

if 0 -X- -0915----------
# 61,. 0916 0173 5331 p p12
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Target Tape Camera Date ._f.Target Indicator Frame AircraftTime number speed altitude heading Comments

120 0920 I Ratt__t n

--ver0#21
0922 Over #20

C2I 0923 -Mfi 3

Cold Target
.0925 0211 _.-

1 nA reta,. fot #21-
22 0 M92k _ #1
221 28 Mk #2

#2 Ot1)  t92 + n- , R+,nig ,,r R,
- - .091 ___ - O___ #20_

23 0932 Mk__ #3__ _______ ______

On& 9250 0 Sg51n1p speed

-- 941 fl+94.3,'zn -nm 21 & 22

*2 -.... 948 - -+- n rt..

--- 0 50 _ _. --

..... 0951 all e - Endreturn-...
20951 0.2 0357 W #1

X 1 0954 _. ._# . . .

n-- - .95!i __ '_ - - - er_ #18.

na - . , _ . , fvr.#20.
224 4 #-100.3 FT3-

---- X- 1006 - ------ ----- 1Compleed
25 1nrA 9250 0.5 GPM 044 . #

1no0 Mk #2 .

loin Over ship

5 ... 1015n Mark 3

1018 Over 19

L 10'21 9250 1 g
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Target Indicator Frame Aircraf t Daei.7 0- --7,*0J Time _____brspeed altitude heading Comments

I - ---

-- .qA tcin4.nJ 26

.... Ovr A, l n ve .-- 1029 
-- _____3

1n- 0 '0 Over 19
- _ an - tr 20

25 103m-'

- ~1035 _________ __A±&M-mera.

10-7 Tmned ff
1037 Over 25
•1039 O 6

- . 1040 -0-753.
Rive ,uge 0753 Oer-hip

77 1132 Mir 1
11341

135 G916-1 i 2I."

26 - 11 7 -T/h//. a__ _m

1138 3

1--- 14---2 - JFrom stern
27 2A__I stern

Rerun 6n slick before se ing_

2"7 "- ..flh2 _ 055 ...... Over 26
--- 134 ___l' ..... Over'25 _

..- .... 1150 -Over 24
...1152~ ___Over 23

28 - -1153- 0p6' Ove rhip
11 0A5 I - __ Calib.
1307 .. Seu a for dty - Cutter t kes on more o LI
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f DateA~u. __ -a__ ofM
TEST DATA SHEET* AIRCRAFT Aatlando&

Operator Scarbrough
Location

290 25N, 870 15W Gulf of Mexico out of Mobile

Subject Oil on water Antenna Aircraft
Coast Guard Tests Angle 46 adir Type 11-3

Weather Sea State Temperature
Haze-Few clouds @2000 5 foot - occasiom1 o 

Wind @125 0  4-6 knots horse Water Surface

Tape Tape Camera Frames
Reel 3 4 " Speed slow ips Film 2 per sec
Number Number p
Radiometer Data Channel Calibration Data
Frequency Number 10.2 HT - 2.624

10.2 AT - 4.134
'in ,oGHx 4 30.0 UT - 2.442

30.0 AT - 3.767
In _-_GHz V 3 Turn on readings

10 - C - .170 C
30 GHz H V- .151 V

H - 248 H

GH= 30 - C - .330 C
H - .325 H

GHz V - .37 4 V

GHz 9745

Comments Will only fire boresight at intervals to avaid data interference.

IR scanner still NG, multi-spectral marginal - (awaiting parts)
0 715 Take off

Sea State * 0800 - 2-3'no. horses 125 6 15K
10 V + 1.490 30 V +1.150 10 H +1.980
10 H +1.960 30 H +1.600 V 1.490
Cal - 94.0 Cal. -l.06v More white caps her

30 H 1.600
V 1.05
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Tape Camera Date 1 8._of 7o.)

ia 61 Target Indicator Frame Aircraft
imenunber speed altitude headir: CV' V;Tmnme Comments .,

0010 Calib
0013 Tape

_U 92 L.C. 1..0 GPM 1115 2K 237 M 1 - 10 Kts

.Y 09-34 -Ox- 31
29 . 794. #Oz--31 0031 5251

2 - - , O!Z14 31- R.,,

-3 -. 0946 LC 0I n-7 n -- k

30 3Z 955 Mk 3

33 0958 L.C. -. 05gp _._ 1

0959 O_ 3 R T S

1002 Ov 2L ER

-X- 100,5 ov 31 ow

31 .1006 Ov 32 Start cameras

X I QCY 7 0-D 33 0131

34 1013 LO 0.2gpm Mk 1

- - - 1013--013- -___ R S _ _ _ _-

._17.5 _ ER ...--
.X 1026 Ov 31 .

32 X 1030Q Ov, ,.34 - 0228

35 -.. 1.035. ..-.C.-O.Lg --- M . . . .
1 3 5 . ,Q 3 5 .................... RTS.... . . .... ... . .

1 j 36- .. .34 .. .

_ 1037.. Q--33... ..

_. _ .1038. v.32.-

..... l0 .lb. 0277 R _

3-- 1o3 ,..0.-.o5 g .,k 1

33 --1051 Or, 36 .
_ . lO2 _oy _h _... _o3 _: .....

36 1055 Mk 3

37 . 1057 L.C.-..02 _ _- . .-

1059. Ov. 37 36 RTS
___.___ N ,__i 5 ?,.1..?... . . .

...... . 1105_ 0v.J __ :. _ _ . ...- -no 220 J1 1:17I E

. .. 1106 _0v_ l3.... ._U._ 4 5 . .. ER ..
7 1109 ,,_ MF31
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%1 ~ ~~~~Tape Camera Dt n4 _o_7

" Target Indicator Frame Aircraft DateA=4L a.oL7
1_U_ Time number speed altitude heading Coments

X 1110 -0. 31 0430

34 38 1111 -2. ; Mk 1
ly 122i Ov 38 0537

112_5 0v 38 0538 RTS

-11-3 10. -33?5- 56- _RR

- - 1217 TC 2.69 Qp 0M77 Reverse co 1. M4k i -1!0 Kts
Y 119)A O2. 2A

1229 Mk 3
35 -- y .1230 1v 39 061-n

4__ 7_32 __ 3,773 Nk 1 14 kts

12_3_ _v 0 RTS

1237 0v. 39 0620 ER

. 1211c Ov 39 0631
.n 15A I.,4k. ,3

36 a 1A245 T -I 2..Qgpm _k 1
lT 194,; 1r Gy- 406861

1248 OQr41 Rs

i3252 Or. 39 ER

-X.-1-55 Ov 39) 07'24

37 a1 - .125 Mk.3
1256_ -O__ _

42. 12 .C. 1-818] ak 1

r 1 -02 Or 42 , a797 .
1305 . 42 _ RTS

-- - - Ov-,4.
- 1307 _

1309 Ov 39 0858--- 310 - __...._.

x 1313 ov 39
1317. 0_ !...... Both- p & I RLots of noise Hot

38 33 - ____ 42

L4_ _ 1321_ L._.1._ _ _Mk 1

- -. - __W artmp.ohkec P______61 0 5

13V7 Ov 41 RTS 0 1324
- - 132 -Q D- --
S133 OV 39 1039 ......

. 11____ 4, JMk 1
YJ: Z 1334 ? 1040 -
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Tape Camera DatApr _ 1 .70f73)
M a Target Indicator Frame Aircraft
- I Time number speed altitude heading Comments

1,33- -.. -n-94p'+4- 334 ..- Oq ._ ______1

I -O v. 39

1341 0 v. 41 Lots of noise
134_ 0 .2 1183

--- 1347- _4ZC-_! _ _ _ _ _

-3,349-. Ov .D05 al 4-
1351 Ov. 44 No RTS

40 - X- 1353 Ov. 1.5 .030

1-356 OQv.y/5- RTS

5 1357Mk 3

1359 Or. __

o1400.. 4-3 0074- GR

- -1 l.Q . -. 2 _ _ __Mk 1
XL 1405 Ov. 4.3

41 1408 On ,46 _ _ _,__

-- 1410 l v. ship n115

.. .. ---- --1 1 3 -- ._46 - _ _ _ _ _ ... .. -- _ .... _

1 4 1 5 O v . 4 5 .. . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ..... ......
. 1417. I4---- goT.v4. __

1 5 OrI. 45.,.-. E~
- -1- -h2I -y4-_._E

..1423...

42- 1427 -.Ov .453 ---.-.--- I-----
-.... 1426 Ovr 44 ......-.. _

1427. 0v.45
42

X--1430- oQ. 47 0238

. . ....1435 ... . . .Q2 .Calib.

-........ J.0 _e. . 0242 110 2K . orth Mobile Bay outlet
1502 02,67

1503 Land & Wate" ... _

15Q5- Land 0282
iu_ . - ; 6 .... . ..... ... ..-. .....

J

30.. . . .
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Date ,-=4i -9- ofz_TEST DATA SHEET* AIRCRAFT Auklnd

___ _Operator__ _______ Type DC
Location 290 25,1 N 70 15,1W OeaoS=ru

Gulf of Mexico

Subject Oil slick on water Antenna Aircraft
IAngle n 460 Type 1r-1

Weather Sea State Temperature
Wgind S034 4 knots svelle-no breakers 0 0

Heavy haze 0800- reaker -dark clouds little rippe Water Surface

Tape Tape Camera Frames
Reel 4 Speed slow ips Film
Number p Number per sec
Radiometer Data Channel Calibration Data
Frequency Number' 10.2 - 3.038

10x AT- 4,333
10.2 OH H .430 H-T - 2.468 -. 0

30 AT - 4210-2 GHz V - Turn on reading
)n Hz H 2lo - c - .16 C - .297

V - .142 V - .277
H- .238 H- .388

X GH H 30 C - .220

GHz V- .340 C- .420
H - .290 V - ,454

GHz H - .407

GHz
Comments

Take-off @0730

Sea States
0745

10 - V -1.3501 V .385
H - 1.890 oetig 0 .8in water H - 1.930 Light swells

30 - V -+.075\ no horses
H - 1.680
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I T a p e C a m e ra D a te A p ri- -L .. - l.-
Target Indicator Frame Aircraft

I Time number___ speed altitude heading Comments

0293 RAAl 4

0289 Olib.

0800 on station

8 _ 0818 L.O-.05gpa 0290 Mk 1 -17 knots
'85 . v. 115 2K 250 4r 8

" 41 3 ._3 8 _ - _ _3

_ _ J 0828 Run 48 _ 0314_ 0. 48
9 830 L .C -O . g mk 1 - 1r knots

9, ._0830 L.C.-0.lgpm ____________________

- - - 0 2- 4-8J- 4 . 049 - -- F-- S

0 039&-248 -0332- ___ - n_______
OL7 0-37 

__ _

IN I - 1!Z IiO.4 obg

W;0 ln"g0l3 T..r.-O. 2gTm  
'"" - 7 +.

44 _ C)84OS2_ 48. 49 & 5C0 038Coln'ia-sl~

10816 over 50
no QA17 Mkc 3
1I IA48 T.. .-0. 5 gpm Nk i-r 17 knts

___ - . 0 V O 1.J8 __ ER.______
S 0852 __9 , 1 037 ..

45 1 0855- -.. -. -3---- . . ... . ..

-52 .... . 0856 L .C .- .0g pm . .... 1 - 17 knots8 - 085 -- ---...... Only visually on 51 52

2. 0903 _ _ 521- Ga _I__3

LU
-0904-1.14 gxmi M-k1 - 17 knots-

-0905 .- ..0 . 51 0' ~~E R . .....
.... . .. 0 9 07 -o_ .. 5 0 . 0 5 0- E R

K-0910 -Ov. 50-

46-- --0917-- -y 4

r~A- -X091-.5h~---____ _ 0_

. . ....... 0920 - - L. .-2.29gpa - -058 k . T17 n o t s.

- 092-3- -G-5-- S -

0-2 -v - ~ 54 _ _ _ - -_ _

5 5 0927 . .. ..

-~~~~~~~~~~~ 093 J5gI _______ __14-17_ knots_- o928 4.57 __

_____ -I

- 092- Ov,50 o 06 _
0 9 3 4 -)v 5. 5 1 . E

47 0935 .. .3

LC - Light crude SR - Start Run R, Return ended
Mk 1 - start of flow ER - End run F-15
Mk 3 - stop flow RTS - Return to start



Tape Camera Date A,=41 ..9o7{1.
Target Indicator Frame Aircraft

U , Time number speed altitude heading Comments
n - Commentns -

4935 __ -_ 387 Color & B & W camera i-all go
0937 O. 54

0939,fy 5 5
5 - n93 2-29-. Mc I - 17 knots

- - nL ov. r,7 0136
045- (hr. 52 rs

58! OgfhZ .-20 _m Mk 1 - 17 knots

-- 95n y ~510951 -am. 51-

0952 O_ 50

- -0953 O. l9 0829 ER No visual-No sigal
5a - 09 5k Mk 3

Q 0955_. C..I.,14.P -k 1
- ---958 Ov. 5_3

Io, ov. 55
1002. , Mk 3

48 1003 a H.C.-l.6gm Mk 1

----- 1 3Q5_ _ov _58. . . .

x 1008 Ov. 60 0985
inl0 M0o k 3

o -Loll- ~.__ Mk3I

-- .1 Rl __

_ _1016 Ov. 57 ________

1;J.01 L Q..2gpm' ..... 14k 1
- - - - 1o17 __Qoo!._56 ..... _ __ _ _

62 ___-101% 52-2m M1

10221 Ov. 5,.
.....10231O, .... 5S9 - _ __

6L 1032 Ov, 50 -- TML ov. _

49 1034, Ov. 52 -_________

H.C. - Heavy Crude
F-16



STape Camera Aircraft
Target Indicator Frame Aircraft a .o

-Time number speed altitude heading Comments

- -,,, 1036 fl,- 030

1040 Ov. 56
49 -n0 lor.57

• !0z _ ..58
.U_ Ov. 59

-104 4,-. 6M 084

1/.5-v. 61 091
Io6 r.62 O00

-1 O10 (hr. 62 01UR_ Helo -Refuel
_ 1116. HC. - _. 2_K o88 Mk 1 - 17 knots

1191423 ___1k 3

50 4- ... 1125 1..-0os_ _k 1 - 14 knots

-- 12 . 63 0123

11190 __v. 63_ ER

- J.24f ~ , ......... ____ 1_____ _ ER

.......... _ _1A6L ___ - _4__ .... Ol ___

51 5 13 ..- 1~

-i..2 ov....... RTS.
.1140_ v._63 .... .166ER - No visual

3U5 63 01 .

-1-45. Ov..63 - I-
... . . 1146. ov...64 ...... _.f183 -_ _

52 X ,14& _Qv. 65- 0202
& __ 1 5n -._. -.. 0-. -, I

-11520 . 0209-- RTS
1153 Ov. 64 ..
.15. 63- ___ ER

1200 Ov. 66 . ... 0250--.
5 3____________._.-o .____ __,_________........... .

53 H1 1~~gp -41k 1
__X I Q03 Or. 67 . 0271

....... . .
RTS.. . . 12Q 7__ Ov. 67 _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _IS

... .. ..:]208_ .ov _66 o28 __' ..

7? 022 Mk 3

F-17



Target Tape r Camera Aircraft Date . ±L.9 -of.M.0
MT1t ndaer Frame Arrf

( Time __d____ number speed altitude heading Comments
S Ov 63 0315 ER - In blind

68 1214 H.C. -0.94 gpm _ _ __ 1_ _ _

- - -21i Ov 62? -_In blind
1217 Ov 65? 0325
1218 6 First visual siting

54 1219 0v 66 _341_ I
12 T-nker il 35s. 03 0 Held dump for spill

-1222. Over 67 0360
6E X 1224 Over 68 0373 ilk M l Ioo g Nk 3

6,c 129H. Q.-1.88 Mk 1
1227 0v 68 & 69 03_0 RTS

S 1230Ov. 67 0400 Also 66

1231 0v. -ship si ill

-- 1233. fl -64 - .0424. FIR6 _"_ ____. _ t, ___ .__ 4
6c 1234 Mk 3

X 1237 0v. 64 0432

'1239 ,65 -Q:hh- 04 ,

1241 Ov. 68 0463
55040...... .......

1243 v 68 9475

1244 0v 69 0484

X 1245 v 70 0490 -

- 2 -
1& 

3 -------......... 
..... 

.

...... 12559 Ov 65_ 0570... __ _ _ _ _ _ _

1250 Ov 69 0521 , .R..
r " 1 r H-G--2.64GP4 Mk !. .. 1 ........... . .

.... ,125. v6___06 0528,
- ....1253 -.O v 67-......

__ __ _ _ _ _ __6 _0_ _ _..... .. ... ... ... . .

1255 0v 65 0570

...1257- 0ov. -65- or 61 0576 ER

_X_ 13oo 0v 64

1301 o. 65-- 0583

56 M1302. 0599 .
1304 v. 67 0616

F-18



Target Indicator Frame Aircraft D =
- Time number speed altitude heading Comments

305 l Qn-v AS 0630Cm et

--- ~~~~ ~ M 1~~__ _ _ __ _ _

--- 13 0 v 6L A2 0 L. ___

11M€/' Ov. 70 0657

1308 o. 71 0669
-+!30O9 -- 72 0685X 11 yO - ship 063-_

-1315 Ov. 7 2 R__ S

7 ' 1 .1i118 H.Q.-l.35rmI Mk 1~~4~j131& 692O

1 -32Q Ov 68 0754
..... I1321 9 67 0768

13ZL0v 65 0808 ER
-3 ,"l' -1n_ .., _ _.__..___

-i67 I 13 -64

5 11332 0v..67 .- 0849.- - - .. .

[1 331- H.C. - 1O~~,00 - - ... Mk I
57 .1i33 2. .7v. 001 ov.6

...... 0ov..1 -0 .901 . --- -

1339_ .Ovx 72 _093._ .

S'1341 Ov. 73. r ...... ." - i

- I342 . 74 -969/, I413 _____ Mk 3

_ _ X . , ., _ . ..13 kJ . S._ _.74-. ............
T End of days opa_-_ will rkmak run &on f her

- -- 1356L -o-___9.-_7._
1357 Ov 72 1004

58 IX :1400 Ov 74 1060 . ,
Re urn to Mobile ..

___ 3  ____ ___ 6. __ _ __ _ -, .-. ~
...... ...... _ --- Calib- tape

____ ___ _ Land Mobile
533--.

F-19



Date A j ii. of
TEST DATA SHEET * AIRCRAFT Aukland &

Operator . ,,Jg

Location
Gulf of Mexico, off Mobile

Subject oil on Water Antenna 4o Aircraft
Angle Type DC-3

Weather Haze-over cast Sea State 'Temperature
Dark broken clouds Some white caps 620 o o
Few low slouds x 1000 feet Wind 17 knts. Water Surface

Tape Tape Camera Frames
Reel 6 e slow ips Film 3 per sec
Number SpeedNumber p
Radiometer Data Channel Calibration Data
Frequency, Number

10.2 V - 9MVIO O. V4 H - 77MW

in.o GHz H 3.

3Q GHz V 2

In GHz I

OH

GH,

GHri

Comments
Sea State @ 1005

10 - 1.44"lO.2 v 1.o/ sk.
Wind 17 knots

F-20



Tape CirrrDate April f
MTarget Inicator Fame Aircraft DieArIni l Time Frmnumber speed altitude heading CommentsV -- - C

I- .- - -t. Te .f
- -lIs 

- -: no -UUin
T -G -..- n .67 GE___ 1.nnn .2T0 , sp- in W..

.5LJ10-6 ooo 6567 k I.
75 -- .. 108- _ 3

59 76 1- 1.110n 1-C. 5-_T,_ -__-
0 1111 NY sp 0020

- 119 -.. 76 ,,-- ..... S--
11 Qyj.___ v___ -L 65 -........

60 _ -33- _ _ _ _k A d r-

61 -- 13.2 - v 76-008

.... 1133 Ov 77 0091. t-r-t
-- X .1134 00.? 75 06

78 ..... 113661_8 .- -- -ar

11= W7 78-/. 00531CM-.. . RTS .....

-113 -O- . ..........

... .. . -112-7... . ~

61 J. 1 132  0v 76 .. 03..... 008 -3 -
1133 Ov 77 0091

7 1134 , 97. Mlc3
8.. 1136 LC..-0 . 6618 5- on ra M0146

II___8 08 RTS

1 1 A.... . ..7......1.

-11038. 0v-77 . . 0106 -6682 .......

114 v 75 . -012-3 .

-1642 Ca.b 0129 6646 ..

_. X .... -1 45_-Ov-3-... .. -01-90__ -& ." ol~

_ _ 0vi6 75 0139 _

62 8 ........ ... i 7. . -- F-3-
Ii .. ... 1148 0v~ 77 0146 .. ....... . .. . ..... ..... .. . .. .. . .....

9 -214 9 n 1L.flg 1'.l

I 1150 Ov ship 0163 .6682 .. ..... R.]a'ini ..... .

- Wa __ _ __...........
115. l 7 .Ov_76-........ .019- --

118Ov 75 0198 -

F-21



Tagt Tp amera Dt piTre.Indicaor Frm Aircraf t Daej. of.
V;V Ti n-e Frame_ speed altitude heading Cm et

- - 1159 --- 0206 -672 -. _ _ - _ __ _ _ _ _ _

79 ~12M: vaIo ___ Jlk-3
- X-J 201 O 7l 6__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

80 1 , 05 GPM___ __ ' 10 k-ts

63 -204 0 7 . .224- ___ Ain._ _______

120 ft8 23 Lighteni g___

- -- 1403_R etun__ ___

X S1____ LIgh w mr ______

.. 1 - __ ___ __ ___ __ _ _ ___ __ ___ _ ___ __ ___ _ ___ ___ _ ___ __ __ _F - 22__



Tape Camera ~s Dt M17v-
~~ ~Target hnidcator FrawM Araft Dt~~ Lz

t ; t Time _ nuberd ,altitude, heading Comments

n712 M obiA Take off

*- 0 .2 A6=,... 120 200O 260 Hk 1 - 10 kts.

S n21 _.o236 6754 Mk 3

82 09: ... o23 .52 Mk 1

y 022 6768

..... . n Dy: 8v 2 RTS. . .....
081L - - AL _l_........ ..

0842 0304 16783 ER
-2 ..... l 0 r 2 Mk 31,,

S3 ....... 0 45- #A i, T  M l. ....
. -.. .. 08/7 l r L _ _

o8J _v 81

65 OM- Ov 82 0330

. x 0 .851 J2...3......

9 v ...... o_ _Clouds RTS

0a56 .-Ov 82 0034498 - - _Broken to full

o85e ov.3 0q _ 6 9 Gear off ai: t ER

4 .... 0900 _6. .A. h.F _ 120 2000 180

Y I -l 0365-
.090 1 .. 82 .

66 _9 90.5_ . 3 -83

I 0906 --v 84 0395- C-loude-No conktact

84 0911 . 0 4 ... S -ER

85 . .0924 _#_,5gn _ 6841 Mk 1 ,"4.k.s

_____Wait 3 on cloud--- -

-0923 .. Ov. 85 - . 0,2 ......
.0925 Ov8, 044.

_6432 ER.
o fl2 . p _ _1_ _ 1 -.. ... ...

x o929 ov 84. 0432 ...... Cloud

67 . .. -- __l93 _ A_ . Q 4 ~ __ - -.- __,

86- .0935

8 - 0935 - .R_ _ _ __I 3

0937 .52

F-23



Te Tape Camera Date Apri-L llof.7
" Timeet Indicator Frame Aircraft- - number altitude heading Comments

-z -t A -0 r080 I8. 1
A 094Ov 85 10485 Broken clouds

- -- 0944 -Ov8 -0495-
68 v0945 QvW n50 _A I

..... - Ov ship o513, 6917 . .... .

87 .... _947_ _-3

88._ #50 6 1.16_

.. - _950 86 0537 - .........

* - - 09.U _Q7L85__ 7-. - -_ -------_... ... 95 Ov__ 85 ~ 05h7 . ............ .

. -. 54- ... 85 0550- 6935- PR

89 . 956 #6 1.83 Mir 1

Xl.7 09 or 85 - 05524 __ _

89- 0959 __ 87 I__

69 . .. 0v 88 0577...... ......

-_-lo- -0 590- .... ... ..-..

x l2ooz -o.00 Ohip 659L__ _6969_
1006 Ov 89 00RTS

1007 Ov-88 0608
100 ov 86 0626

, 1010 IlO O 85_ 0636 _6985 - - . . .ER.- clouds

89 j _ Mk3

93 1013 _#6_-3.67 GP .. . 1

X 10)4 Ov 86 06/4, ..

1015 Ov 87 _0653 ......

- _. 1016 _0_v_ 88 0660 Hard to
71Q12 Ov89 0667 " see70 0667.__...

1018, Ov .90 - 0676-"-

X 1019 v ship 0685_.7028
- - 021~---- - -- 1KB

102 o687 -_ _ __ S
91 1025 #6 .. 5gpm __Mk1__ 8 kts
..... ~.__0 Tou _h°

_ 125 Ov 89 0704 . . .... . ..

- .27 0v '_.?_ _ _ 72 7059. see ER_

X 1032 Ov 88 --073 17--
71 L I 1033 Ov 90 0749 c ..........

F-24



~~~DateAw.___ f.

TEST DATA SHEET* AIRCRAFT AukDlatne a
Operator S m~h_

Location
Gulf of Mexico

Subject Antenna Aircraft
Oil on Water Angle Type

Weather In op-area-clear Sea State 0755 Temperature
clouds to north & SW 1.5'-3 swells o 0

Wind 2750 @ 11 knots No white caps Water Surface

Tape Tape Camera Frames
Reel 6 Speed soFilm 3 per sec 1
Number Number
Radiometer Data Channel Calibration Data 0730

Frequency Number AT x - 4.298 HT - x-2.939

4 30GH - ,180 30-2.479

30 Cal. - .980 Amb ld
1^ 0 %GHZ ! 3 V - +1.550 0745n6,v * j 2 H - +.990 x-H- -.0780
3n GHz V 2 Cal - -1.000 V- -.077

30 *--'GH H 1 

GHz X- Cal - .850
V +1.235

GHz H +1.690

GHz _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Comments
Take off 0 0712

Over clouds
Turn on 30 H = -.287 30 - H-+1.520

V -.360 V-+l. 000
Cal -.284 Cal- .992

No cloud 0755
Turn on 10 Cal -.174

V -.144 30 H-1.550 X H-1.885
H -.235 V- .99 V+1.350

Cal-l.000 Cal-93

F-25



Target Tape Camera Date-jpr4 -  _72Target Indicator Frame Aircraft1ATime ____number speed altitude heading Comments

51103L Ov 91 07764
_92 #6/.15p Hk

Io6 y 92
X I037My shim 0'783 7102

n -- - - -2 -S

1O3IZ 0V 91 0_--0_3k

- -l - n~ a- _ _ _ _.,.

- 1,044 v v91 n"4-

- 4 5 . A-/i/.- ,--1042 -Ov49- 880844

x 1053 Over ? Di ricul__

72 __ 1_ I-00 End of 93 0943,

Camar ..... k"" 1! min fact for

. ..... .... orning-mm '--.nges -.f -, .. .

.......... .. . . . . . . . Wind 16 knots
I-" -__7-0-..Dependable op.. 17. k tS

0. 1; 6 1,16 g=.
-- L -_311_52 R...... .. .013. ..... i _Reel.-7 -

11453__v_99 - 016 ..
73 ..... .1. .115.w 0_V ihip . . 023 ....7_205

.95 .. . 1153- _#6/2.6_GPM .... . _., A ._
- ~~ ~ ~ -- ----5---__ __I -

11581 nft 94 03__ .-- Clear- ... 034 .

-1159 v.-94____ 037 7215 ... . RZ --

- ...... 2 .............7 7.YI - ....-1200-

Q 1202! #6/3,5 GPM I Mk_.l _ 1
74 1203 Ov 94 0047

124 -Ov 95 0054,
05 NY 96 oo62

x 1206 Ov 96 0067 7248

- 1209 -Ov- Fh ip

F-26



Target Tape Camera Date-to T Target indicator Frame Aircraft De rl. 2f
STie mr speed altitude heading Comments

-119 Mk 3
S1210ov 96 oo _-

41 W 95 n08W

1 1212 0v9___0089

1213 009 -727 ER
X I' 2J-5 Ov 94,

1 2162 0v g - 1102 Cloud

75 1123.7 Ov 95 0109 1
__ - 1219- 0 96 0122 1 Clouds

- -Z--21 Ov, -ah 014, 7312
-1 1223 1 Gas 4 Oil _k 1 4kts 9250

122 01,3 RTS

1225 Ov ship 0146

_ 6 014_ No oil

127 Ov 97 0154
S1 fv 96 0162 Oil everywhere
1.22 0 95 0170
..... . _ 2_ 73 1 ER

- Cancelling _ Goi .ng: 8 .
98 -.1235 H.. ./3.5 M- t - k 1

... X30183i

- 1236 _0V._9/4....... -- 0201 4 ........ .

76 1_237- -0 9_5 ....... 0215

. 1237-. 96 .. -0223-- .......... ........ -

3.2. . _o.v.98 ........... -2--3--.---. .. . .X 1242 Ov ship 0247 .

_ HCI5 gal ,___ ___.27-0 -7-
011 .1... Rek t 3 .......

.1245 Ov 98 0251. . .. .
- 1247 .o.t-Oi 971- o263 .. spill

1247 ov 96 4 ,- 1
12W7 M/5-ga1e . 0276............ C/......... z.............------- - - -

1248 Ov 96 0283 "_
1250 96in oil 0288

.... 250- Q 0291 ___

.... 1252 Ov 94 0300 -

- .2i _____0304~ 741L9 ER

F-27



T a p e C a m e ra D a ter - 1 3f _
Target Indicator Frame Aircraft

' i Time number speed altitude heading Comments
-Q U5- -k 3

- .2.5.5. nl~ ....... ____

I rv;c o034 r. &33 ,
- - l25, Ov 9.-- =6Z~ _

126o Ov 96 0333 _

1300 --W abort 0345 Qu te a few hor es Blank before 98

77 1101 lLv 98 0371
II0j Ov 99 §383

-3On oL1OO l39I _9

i1. x306 ov ship, 0401 7482 Mk 3

1 1308 2/1 oil/l__l( __ 1

1 v -131 shi 0405 RTS

1- 311Ov 1 - 1O
o- - 100 = 0414

- -113. Q9 0422 __ __ __Big spill
1314 Ov 98 0#3/
1-315 ov 98 -04M0

- -. 1316. -97 ak.1...... 31'7. 0 v 96 .... .. ... . .'3 ...-.. .. . . . .

1 139 4 k3

1 v.9.....086.526... ER
.49 .. Still blind

........ 1 28.... .. ...... 509 ----- --.... ........ ....

1329 0v98 .. 0521.. No scanner-change flm

10 _ __ 1329 __ Mk 3 ....

78 - 1 3 -z13 -3.. .L.... .. .

o --. 133 Gaa0.L. -- 1k 1
. .....1331 99 .end 0540 .. .

.- 0- oQ.r.I0L 0554

1335. 0561 ..- I Falling off

X 1336 0578 7578 Se ced - Still seeing
"- -scan ship

-- ~ ---.-. - -- 0583-,---- - ~ S
.- --1 -ir e9 T _ ._.

F-28



TaeCamera Arrf aeAw

~ ie Target Indicator FrameAirataei±L2 ao.-V- Tim-e _____ number speed, altitude heading Comments

~~~J~h2 L99 -_ _ _ _ _

Ov4 098 o653 762o -__ __ _

- -___ te .±ak&.a M.00I naf nil raotAn nf'

79 ___ 98~._ 0672 __ _ - - ___ _ _ _

- ~ Oe --_ De 99 0677 __ _ __- _ _

YJ5 l'9; 694 71 Ciffiji --

____V~2F-_9



hcult Cagication~

DOCUMENT CONTROL DATA.- R & D(8eemIty classificatio of is. be*p .1 abaemeae and jades a mmr..etgn must be enereud when eveaipfI.d aIatI- ORIGINATING ACTIVIry (CmPeU theUW oveal "POH iEnRT' c l.asified)O.Spectran, Inc. *I $e)a.RPR EUIYCASVCTO
* Microwave Sensor Systems Division UaclaGRiOie6860 E. Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, Cal. 90620

3. REPORT TITLE_____ 
_______

Oil Pollution Detection and Discrimination by Remote Sensing Techniques

14. DESCRIPTIVE NOTES (rype of aiet and inclualve datfe)

Final
1AU THORIS (Pleat name. mille initial. fast flame)

Jerry C. Aukiand & Dennis T. frexler
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10. OISTRI6. TION STATEMENT

Unlimited

I I. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES jia. SPONSORING MILITARY ACTIVITY

U. S. Coast Guard

IASi~rb~orne remote sensing techniques were applied to the detection and discrimi-
niation of pollution by oil on the ocean surface. The tests were performed in theGulf of Mexico during April, 1970. Pollutants investigated included #2 fuel oil,W6b fuel oil, 9250 1l~ oil light crude oil heavy crude ail gasoline, and mixtutreslof gasoline and oil. A toial of 103 oil slicks were ProduceA as a function of spillrate and ship speed. Ship speeds were no irially 10,1., and 7 knots and spill ratesranged from 0.02 to-greater than 4.0 GPM (Gallons pe miue

Sensors used during the airborne tests included- two dual polarized microwaveradiometers operating at 10.2 and 30 GHz, an infrerea scanner operated in both the
4-5.54, & 8-144 regions, a dual 70 mm camera sensing visible color and infrared color
a 4-lens camera employing filters from the mid-visible to ultraviolet wavelengths.

Oil was detected on the sea surface at spill rates as low as 0.2 GPM for longwavelengths sensors and at the lowest spill rates for photographic imagnry using anultraviolet filter. Anom~alously warm infrared radiometric temperatures were record]
ed in the 4-5 .5p~ region for heavy crude oil while #6 fuel oil appeared radiomet-
rically cooler,
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14. LINK A LINK 8 LINK c

KEy WOROS -
ROLE

r  
WY ROtLE WY NOLE[ W.

1. Oil Pollution Detection

2. Oil Pollution Discrimination

3. Remote Sensing

4. Microwave Radiometers

5. IR Scanners

6. Multi-spectral & IR cameras

7. UV Cameras

8. Controlled Spills

9. Gulf of Mexico
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